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Let G be a connected semisimple real algebraic group, and � < G a Zariski dense
Anosov subgroup with respect to a minimal parabolic subgroup. We describe the
asymptotic behavior of matrix coefficients h.exp tv/:f1; f2i in L2.�nG/ as t !1

for any f1; f22Cc.�nG/ and any vector v in the interior of the limit cone of � . These
asymptotics involve higher-rank analogues of Burger–Roblin measures, which are
introduced in this paper. As an application, for any affine symmetric subgroup H of G,
we obtain a bisector counting result for �–orbits with respect to the corresponding
generalized Cartan decomposition of G. Moreover, we obtain analogues of the results
of Duke, Rudnick and Sarnak as well as Eskin and McMullen for counting discrete
�–orbits in affine symmetric spaces HnG.
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514 Samuel Edwards, Minju Lee and Hee Oh

1 Introduction

Let G be a connected semisimple real algebraic group. We fix a Cartan decomposition
G DK.exp aC/K, where K is a maximal compact subgroup and exp aC is a positive
Weyl chamber of a maximal real split torus of G. Let � <G be a Zariski dense discrete
subgroup. Consider a matrix coefficient of L2.�nG/ given by

.1.1/ hexp.tu/f1; f2i D

Z
�nG

f1.x exp.tu//f2.x/ dx;

where u 2 aC�f0g and dx denotes the G–invariant measure on �nG. Understanding
its asymptotic behavior as t !1 is of basic importance in the study of dynamics of
flows in �nG, and has many applications, including to equidistribution and counting
problems. A classical result due to Howe and Moore [20] implies that

.1.2/ lim
t!1
hexp.tu/f1; f2i D

1

Vol.�nG/

Z
f1 dx

Z
f2 dx:

In particular, if � has infinite covolume in G, then

.1.3/ lim
t!1
hexp.tu/f1; f2i D 0:

This leads us to the following local mixing type question: for a given unit vector u2 aC,
do there exist a normalizing function ‰�;u W .0;1/! .0;1/ and locally finite Borel
measures �u; �

�
u on �nG such that for any f1; f2 2 Cc.�nG/,1

.1.4/ lim
t!1

‰�;u.t/hexp.tu/f1; f2i D �u.f1/�
�
u.f2/ ?

When G has rank one, this was completely answered by Roblin [42] and Winter [51]
for geometrically finite subgroups and by Oh and Pan [31] for coabelian subgroups of
convex cocompact subgroups.

When G has rank at least two, the location of the vector u relative to the limit cone
of � turns out to play an important role. The limit cone of � , which we denote by L� ,
is defined as the smallest closed cone in aC containing the Jordan projection of � .
Benoist [1] showed that L� is convex and has nonempty interior. Indeed, it is not hard
to show that if u 62 L� , then for any f1; f2 2 Cc.�nG/,

hexp.tu/f1; f2i D 0 for all t large enough;

see Proposition 2.19.

1For a topological space X , the notation Cc.X / means the space of all continuous functions on X with
compact support, and if M is a compact group acting continuously on X , the notation Cc.X /

M means
the subspace of Cc.X / consisting of M –invariant functions.
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Anosov groups: local mixing, counting and equidistribution 515

The main goal of this paper is to prove the local mixing result, giving a positive answer
to question (1.4) for all directions u in the interior of L� , and to describe applications to
counting and equidistribution results associated to a symmetric subgroup H of G for a
large class of discrete subgroups, called Anosov subgroups. Anosov subgroups of G are
defined with respect to any parabolic subgroup. In this paper, we focus on Zariski dense
Anosov groups with respect to a minimal parabolic subgroup P of G. Let F WDG=P be
the Furstenberg boundary. We denote by F .2/ the unique open G–orbit in F�F via the
diagonal action. A Zariski dense discrete subgroup � <G is called Anosov with respect
to P if there exists a finitely generated word hyperbolic group † such that � Dˆ.†/,
where ˆ W†!G is a P–Anosov representation, ie ˆ induces a continuous equivariant
map � from the Gromov boundary @† to F such that for all x ¤ y 2 @†, .�.x/; �.y//
belongs to F .2/. The definition of a P–Anosov representation for a general discrete
subgroup requires a certain contraction property, which is automatic for Zariski dense
subgroups; see Guichard and Wienhard [17, Theorem 1.5]. The notion of Anosov
representations was first introduced by Labourie for surface groups [24], and then
extended by Guichard and Wienhard [17] to general word hyperbolic groups.

If G has rank one, the class of Zariski dense Anosov groups coincides with the class of
Zariski dense convex cocompact subgroups of G; see [17, Theorem 5.15]. Guichard
and Wienhard [17, Theorem 1.2] showed that P–Anosov representations form an open
subset of the space Hom.†;G/; this abundance of Anosov subgroups contrasts with
the fact that there are only countably many lattices in any simple algebraic group not
locally isomorphic to PSL2.R/. The class of Anosov subgroups includes subgroups of
a real-split simple algebraic group which arise as the Zariski dense image of a Hitchin
representation (see Hitchin [19]) of a surface subgroup studied by Labourie [24] and
Fock and Goncharov [12], as well as Schottky groups (cf Lemma 7.2). We refer to
Kapovich, Leeb and Porti [21], Guéritaud, Guichard, Kassel and Wienhard [16] and
Bochi, Potrie and Sambarino [3] for other equivalent definitions of Anosov subgroups,
and to Kassel [22] and Wienhard [50] for excellent survey articles.

In the whole paper, by an Anosov subgroup we mean a Zariski dense Anosov subgroup
with respect to a minimal parabolic subgroup. In the rest of the introduction, we let
� <G be an Anosov subgroup.

We recall the definition of the growth indicator function  � W aC!R[f�1g given
by Quint [36]: for any vector u 2 aC,

.1.5/  �.u/ WD kuk inf
open cones C�aC

u2C

�C;
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516 Samuel Edwards, Minju Lee and Hee Oh

where �C is the abscissa of convergence of the series
P
2�;�./2C e�tk�./k. Here

� W G ! aC is the Cartan projection and k � k is the norm on a induced from a left-
invariant Riemannian metric on G=K. Observe that in the rank one case,  � is
simply the critical exponent of � . Quint [36] showed that  � is a concave and upper
semicontinuous function, which is positive on intL� ; here intL� denotes the interior
of L� . If 2� 2 a� denotes the sum of all positive roots with respect to the choice of aC,
then  � � 2�. When � is a lattice, it follows from Gorodnik and Oh [13] that  � D 2�.
On the other hand, when � is of infinite covolume in a simple Lie group of rank at
least 2, Quint [39] deduced from Oh [30] that  � � 2.�� �G/, where 2�G is the sum
of the maximal strongly orthogonal subset of the root system of G.

Local mixing Let NC and N� denote the maximal expanding and contracting horo-
spherical subgroups, respectively, associated with aC (see (2.1) and (2.2)), and M the
centralizer of exp a in K. For each u 2 intL� , Quint [37] constructed a higher-rank
analogue of the Patterson–Sullivan density supported on the limit set ƒ� , which is the
minimal �–invariant subset of F . Using this, we define the N˙M –invariant Burger–
Roblin measures mBR

u and m
BR�
u , respectively, on �nG (see (3.8) and (3.10)), which

can be considered as the higher-rank generalizations of the Burger–Roblin measures in
the rank one case; see Burger [5], Roblin [42] and Oh and Shah [32]. We denote by i
the opposition involution of a (Definition 3.1), and set r WD rank.G/D dim a� 1.

Theorem 1.6 For any u 2 intL� , there exists a �u > 0 such that for all f1; f2 2

Cc.�nG/
M ,

lim
t!C1

t .r�1/=2et.2�� �/.u/

Z
�nG

f1.x exp.tu//f2.x/ dx D �u �m
BR
i.u/.f1/mBR�

u .f2/:

This theorem is not expected to hold for u 2 @L� in view of [9, Theorem 1.1]. See
Theorem 7.12 for a more refined version of this theorem; in fact, it is this refined version
which is needed in the application to counting problems as stated in Theorems 1.8
and 1.10.

Equidistribution of maximal horospheres We also obtain the following equidistri-
bution result for translates of maximal horospheres:

Theorem 1.7 For any u 2 intL� , f 2 Cc.�nG/
M , � 2 Cc.N

C/ and x D Œg� 2 �nG,

lim
t!1

t .r�1/=2et.2�� �/.u/

Z
NC

f .xn exp.tu//�.n/ dnD �u �m
BR
i.u/.f / �

PS
gNC;u

.�/;

where dn and �PS
gNC;u

are , respectively , the Lebesgue and Patterson–Sullivan measures
on gNC, as defined in (4.7) and (4.1).
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Bisector counting for a generalized Cartan decomposition Let H be a symmetric
subgroup of G, ie H is the identity component of the set of fixed points for an
involution � of G. Up to a conjugation, we may assume that � commutes with the
Cartan involution � , which fixes K. We then have a generalized Cartan decomposition
G D HW.exp bC/K, where bC � aC and W is a subgroup of the Weyl group; see
Section 8 for details. Set r0 WD rank HnG D dim b. Note that 1� r0 � r .

Theorem 1.8 For any v 2 bC\ intL� , there exist c > 0 and a norm j � j on b such that
for any right H \M –invariant bounded subset �H �H with �PS

H ;v
.@�H /D 0 and

any left M –invariant bounded subset �K �K with �PS;�
K ;i.v/.@�

�1
K
/D 0, we have

lim
T!1

#.� \�H . exp bC
T
/�K /

e �.v/T �T .r0�r/=2
D c�PS

H ;v.�H /�
PS;�
K ;i.v/.�

�1
K /;

where bC
T
D fw 2 bC W jwj � T g and �PS

H ;v
and �PS;�

K ;i.v/ are measures on H and K

defined in Definition 8.7 and Lemma 9.20, respectively.

When � is a cocompact lattice in a rank one Lie group and H is compact, this goes back
to Margulis’ thesis from 1970; see [27] for an English translation published in 2004.
In the case when � is a geometrically finite subgroup of a rank one Lie group, this was
shown in Roblin [42] for H compact, and in Oh and Shah [32] and Mohammadi and
Oh [29] for general symmetric subgroups. For lattices of higher-rank Lie groups, the
bisector counting problem was studied in Gorodnik and Oh [13] and Gorodnik, Oh
and Shah [14; 15]. For nonlattices of higher-rank Lie groups, it was studied for H

compact, by Quint [40] and Thirion [48] for Schottky groups2 and by Sambarino [45]
for Anosov subgroups; see also Carvajales [7]. Hence the main novelty of this paper
lies in our treatment of noncompact symmetric subgroups H in a general higher-rank
case. It is interesting to note the presence of the decaying polynomial term T .r0�r/=2

when a¤ b, as the results in loc. cit. have all purely exponential terms. We mention
that a related counting result was obtained for SO.p; q�1/nSO.p; q/ in a recent paper
of Carvajales [6]; in this case, b lies in the wall of a and hence Theorem 1.8 does not
apply, and the asymptotic is again purely exponential.

By the concavity and upper semicontinuity of  � , there exists a unique unit vector
u� 2 a

C (called the maximal growth direction) such that

 �.u�/D max
v2aC; kvkD1

 �.v/:

2Thirion’s work applies to the so-called ping-pong groups, which are slightly more general than Schottky
groups.
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It is known that u� 2 intL� [40; 45]. When u� 2 b
C, the norm j � j in Theorem 1.8

associated to u� may simply be taken as the Euclidean norm k � k as above, ie the one
obtained from the inner product h � ; � i on a induced by the Killing form. For a general
vector v 2 bC\ intL� , one may take any norm that arises from an inner product for
which v and .r �.v//? D fw 2 b W hr �.v/; wiD0g are orthogonal.

Example When a D b, we automatically have u� 2 bC \ intL� ; so Theorem 1.8
applies. For groups G of rank one, this is always the case for any symmetric subgroup H .
In general, this case arises as follows: let � be any involution of G that commutes
with the Cartan involution � and fixes a pointwise. Then defining � WD � ı � , we have
� ja D�1, and hence aD b. For example, for any element m 2K of order two which
commutes with exp a, �.g/ WDmgm satisfies the above conditions. More specifically,
the pair G D PGLn.R/ and H D PO.p; n� p/ may be realized this way by taking
mD diag.Idp;� Idn�p/.

Counting in affine symmetric spaces Around 1993, Duke, Rudnick and Sarnak [10]
and Eskin and McMullen [11] showed the following; see also Benoist and Oh [2],
Gorodnik and Oh [13] and Gorodnik, Oh and Shah [14; 15].

Theorem 1.9 (Duke–Rudnick–Sarnak, Eskin–McMullen) Let � < G be a lattice
such that v0� � HnG is closed for v0 D ŒH �. Suppose that .H \ �/nH has finite
volume. We have , as T !1,

lim
T!1

#.v0� \ v0.exp bC
T
/K/

m.v0.exp bC
T
/K/

D
Vol..� \H /nH /

Vol.�nG/
;

where bC
T
D fw 2 bC W kwk � T g and m is a suitably normalized G–invariant measure

on HnG.

In order to state an analogue of Theorem 1.9 for � Anosov, we introduce the following
condition on an H–orbit: a closed orbit Œe�H � �nG is said to be uniformly proper if
there exists a right K–invariant neighborhood O of Œe� in �nG such that

fŒh� 2 .� \H /nH W Œh� exp.bC\L�/\O¤∅g

is bounded.3 We show in Lemma 9.35 that Œe�H is uniformly proper whenever r D r0

and the limit set ƒ� is contained in the open set HP=P �F ; cf [46, Proposition 7.1.8].

3As Œe�H is closed, the inclusion .H \ �/nH ! �nG is a proper map, and hence the set Sb WD

fŒh� 2 .� \H /nH W Œh� exp b\O¤∅g is bounded for each b 2 bC \L� . Now the uniform properness
of Œe�H means that the union

S
b2bC\L� Sb is also bounded.
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When v0� is closed, the measure�PS
H ;v

in Theorem 1.8 induces a locally finite Borel mea-
sure on .�\H /nH , whose total measure will be called the skinning constant sk�;v.H /

of H with respect to � and v; this constant is positive if and only if ƒ� \HP=P ¤∅;
see (8.8).

Theorem 1.10 Let � <G be an Anosov subgroup such that v0� �HnG is closed for
v0 D ŒH �. Suppose that u� 2 b

C and Œe�H is uniformly proper. Then sk�;u� .H / <1

and there exists a constant c > 0 such that

lim
T!1

#.v0� \ v0.exp bC
T
/K/

eı�T �T .r0�r/=2
D c sk�;u� .H /;

where bC
T
D fw 2 bC W kwk � T g and ı� D  �.u�/.

See Theorem 9.28 for a more refined version, where u� is replaced by a more general
v 2 bC\ intL� .

Remark 1.11 (1) When G has rank one, this is proved in Oh and Shah [32]
and Mohammadi and Oh [29] for any geometrically finite group � under the
finite skinning constant hypothesis, based on the fact that the Bowen–Margulis–
Sullivan measure is finite. In the higher-rank case, the corresponding Bowen–
Margulis–Sullivan measure is infinite; see Sambarino [45, Proposition 3.5] and
also Lee and Oh [25, Corollary 4.9]. For this reason, the finite skinning constant
hypothesis seems insufficient for our approach to work.

(2) We mention a recent work of Carvajales [7, Theorem B] for a counting result on
the orbit v0� where GD PSLn.R/ and H D SO.p; n�p/ under the assumption
that � \H is finite. In this case, a D b and the uniform properness of Œe�H
easily follows, and hence Theorem 1.10 applies.

On the proofs The following mixing result for the Bowen–Margulis–Sullivan mea-
sures was proved by Thirion [48] for Schottky groups and by Sambarino [45] for
Anosov groups which arise from representations of the fundamental group of a closed
negatively curved Riemannian manifold, using thermodynamic formalism. The general
case was recently proved by Chow and Sarkar [8], based on the fundamental work of
Bridgeman, Canary, Labourie and Sambarino [4]:

Theorem 1.12 For any u 2 intL� and any f1; f2 2 Cc.�nG/
M ,

lim
t!1

t .r�1/=2

Z
�nG

f1.x/f2.x exp.tu// dmBMS
u .x/D �u �m

BMS
u .f1/mBMS

u .f2/;

where mBMS
u is the BMS–measure associated to u; see (3.5) and (7.11).
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This theorem is known only for Zariski dense Anosov subgroups with respect to a
minimal parabolic subgroup, and this is the main reason we restrict our attention to
this class of groups in this paper.

Remark 1.13 In fact, Chow and Sarkar proved in [8] that a version of this theorem
holds for general f1; f2 2 Cc.�nG/ which are not necessarily M –invariant, provided
the right-hand side is replaced by the sum �u

P
Y mBMS

u j
Y
.f1/mBMS

u j
Y
.f2/, where

the sum is taken over all Pı–minimal subsets Y of �nG. Given this result, the M –
invariance condition in Theorems 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 should not be necessary with an
appropriate modification of the main terms.

Using the product structures of the Haar measure dx and dmBMS
u .x/, one can deduce

mixing for one measure from that of the other via the study of transversal intersections.
This observation is originally due to Roblin [42] in the case of the unit tangent bundle
of a rank one locally symmetric manifold, and has been extended and utilized in
Mohammadi and Oh [29] and Oh and Shah [32] to the frame bundle. This study leads
us to generalize the definition of the family of Burger–Roblin measures mBR

u and m
BR�
u

for u 2 intL� , which turn out to control the asymptotic behavior of matrix coefficients
as in Theorem 1.6 in a quite similar way as in the rank one case.

As in Duke, Rudnick and Sarnak [10] and Eskin and McMullen [11] (also as in
[32] and [29]), passing from Theorem 1.6 to Theorems 1.8 and 1.10 requires the
following equidistribution statement for translates of H–orbits; more precisely, we
need Proposition 8.11. The idea of using mixing in the equidistribution and counting
problem goes back to Margulis [27]:

Proposition 1.14 For any v 2 bC \ intL� , there exists �v > 0 such that for any
f 2 Cc.�nG/

M and � 2 Cc.H /H\M ,

lim
t!1

t .r�1/=2e.2��‚/.tv/
Z

H

f .Œh� exp.tv//�.h/ dhD �v ��
PS
H ;v.�/m

BR
i.v/.f /;

where dh denotes the Haar measure on H , and ‚2a� is given by ‚.w/Dhr �.v/; wi
as in (8.3).

When � is a lattice or when G is of rank one, the equidistribution for the translates

.1.15/
Z

H

f .Œh� exp bi/�.h/ dh

is known for a general sequence bi!1 in bC; see [11, Theorem 1.2] and [32].
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In our setting of a general Anosov subgroup, Proposition 1.14 (or Proposition 8.11)
applies only for those sequences bi from the same fixed direction. Such lack of
uniformity in (1.15) makes it difficult to obtain the main terms of the counting functions
in Theorems 1.8 and 1.10 directly from Proposition 1.14. A similar issue as this was
treated in [45]. This difficulty in our setting is overcome by introducing a norm j � j on a

induced by an inner product with respect to which v and ker‚ are orthogonal to each
other, where ‚ is a linear form on a tangent to the growth indicator function at v. With
respect to such a norm, the set of elements in the cone L� \ bC of norm at most T

can be expressed as the union
S
w2ker‚ RT .w/, where RT .w/ is an interval of the

form
�
tw;

1
2
.�jwj2C

p
jwj4C 4T 2/

�
for some tw � 0. By analyzing an appropriate

integral over the interval RT .w/ (Lemma 9.4), we then get the desired main term as in
Proposition 9.10.

Organization We start by reviewing some basic notions in Section 2, including higher-
rank analogues of Patterson–Sullivan measures as defined by Quint [37]. Section 3
introduces generalized BMS–measures; in particular, higher-rank versions of Burger–
Roblin measures are defined. The product structure of these measures is discussed in
Section 4. We then deduce equidistribution of translates of PS measures on horospheres
from local mixing in Section 5. This is then used in Section 6 to show mixing for the
Haar measure and equidistribution of translates of Lebesgue measures on maximal
horospheres. Properties of the main types of discrete subgroups we study are discussed
in Section 7. The remainder of the paper is mainly devoted to proving the claimed
counting statements. As a first step towards this, we prove equidistribution of translates
of orbits of symmetric subgroups in �nG in Section 8. These equidistribution statements
are combined with the strong wavefront property in Section 9 to give the various
counting results.
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2 .�; /–Patterson–Sullivan measures

Let G be a connected, semisimple real algebraic group, and � < G a Zariski dense
discrete subgroup. In this section, we review the notion of .�;  /–Patterson–Sullivan
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measures associated to a certain class of linear forms  on a, as constructed by Quint
in [37]. We present these measures as analogously as possible to the Patterson–Sullivan
measures on the limit set of � in the rank one case.

We fix, once and for all, a Cartan involution � of the Lie algebra g of G, and decompose
g as g D k˚ p, where k and p are the C1 and �1 eigenspaces of � , respectively.
We denote by K the maximal compact subgroup of G with Lie algebra k. We also
choose a maximal abelian subalgebra a of p. Fixing a left G–invariant and right
K–invariant Riemannian metric on G induces a Weyl-group invariant inner product
and corresponding norm on a, which we denote by h � ; � i and k � k, respectively. The
choice of this Riemannian metric induces a G–invariant metric d. � ; � / on G=K. The
identity coset Œe� in G=K is denoted by o.

Let A WD exp a. Choosing a closed positive Weyl chamber aC of a, let AC D exp aC.
The centralizer of A in K is denoted by M , and we set

N DN�

to be the maximal contracting horospherical subgroup for A: for an element a in the
interior of AC,

.2.1/ N� D fg 2G W a�ngan
! e as n!C1g:

Note that log.N / is the sum of all positive root subspaces for our choice of aC. Similarly,
we will also need to consider the maximal expanding horospherical subgroup

.2.2/ NC WD fg 2G W anga�n
! e as n!C1g:

We set
PC DMANC and P DMAN I

they are minimal parabolic subgroups of G. The quotient

F DG=P

is known as the Furstenberg boundary of G, and is isomorphic to K=M .

Definition 2.3 (Busemann function) The Iwasawa cocycle � WG �F ! a is defined
as follows: for .g; �/ 2 G �F , exp �.g; �/ is the A–component of gk in the KAN

decomposition, where � D Œk� 2K=M :

gk 2K exp.�.g; �//N:

The Busemann function ˇ WF �G=K�G=K! a is now defined as follows: for � 2F
and Œg�; Œh� 2G=K,

ˇ�.Œg�; Œh�/ WD �.g
�1; �/� �.h�1; �/:
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Observe that the Busemann function is continuous in all three variables. To ease
notation, we will write ˇ�.g; h/D ˇ�.Œg�; Œh�/. The following identities will be used
throughout the article:

.2.4/

ˇ�.g; h/Cˇ�.h; q/D ˇ�.g; q/;

ˇg�.gh;gq/D ˇ�.h; q/;

ˇ�.e;g/D��.g
�1; �/:

Geometrically, if � D Œk� 2K=M , then for any unit vector u 2 aC,

hˇ�.g; h/;ui D lim
t!C1

d.Œg�; �t /� d.Œh�; �t /;

where �t D k exp.tu/o 2G=K.

Definition 2.5 (conformal measures and densities) Given  2 a� and a closed
subgroup �<G, a Borel probability measure � on F is called a .�; /–conformal
measure if, for any  2� and � 2 F ,

.2.6/
d�� 

d� 
.�/D e .ˇ�.e; //;

where �� .Q/D � .�1Q/ for any Borel subset Q� F .

Definition 2.7 (Lebesgue measure) Let mo denote the K–invariant probability mea-
sure on F , and � denote the half sum of all positive roots with respect to aC. Then,
using the decomposition of the Haar measure in the KAN coordinates, one can check
the following (cf [41, Proposition 3.3]): if mo is a .G; 2�/–conformal measure, ie for
any g 2G and � 2 F ,

.2.8/
dg�mo

dmo
.�/D e2�.ˇ�.e;g//:

Limit set and limit cone

Definition 2.9 (limit set) The limit set ƒ� of � is defined to be the set of all points
x 2 F such that the Dirac measure ıx is a limit point (in the space of Borel probability
measures on F) of f�mo W  2 �g.

We refer to [25, Lemma 2.13] for an alternative definition. Benoist showed that ƒ�
is the minimal �–invariant closed subset of F . Moreover, ƒ� is Zariski dense in F
[1, Section 3.6].
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An element of G is called elliptic if it is contained in a compact subgroup, and hyperbolic
if it is conjugate to an element of AC. Any g 2 G can be written as the commuting
product

.2.10/ g D ghgegu;

where gh is hyperbolic, ge is elliptic and gu is unipotent. An element g 2G is called
loxodromic if gh is conjugate to an element of int AC.

Lemma 2.11 For any open subset U �F with U \ƒ� ¤∅, U \ƒ� is not contained
in any smooth submanifold of F of smaller dimension.

Proof This is proved in [51] when G has rank one, and our proof is similar. Suppose
that there exists an open subset U � F such that U \ ƒ� ¤ ∅ is contained in a
smooth submanifold S of F of smaller dimension. Since � is Zariski dense, the set of
attracting fixed points of loxodromic elements of � is dense in ƒ� . Hence there exists
a loxodromic element  2 � whose attracting fixed point is contained in U \ƒ� . We
may assume without loss of generality that  D am, where m2M and a2 int AC, and
hence Œe�D P 2 F is the attracting fixed point of  . Since nC WD Lie NC is nilpotent,
the map nC!G=P given by x 7! exp.x/Œe� is algebraic and its image NCŒe� is Zariski
open and dense in G=P for Œe�D P . Therefore NCŒe�\ƒ� is Zariski dense in NCŒe�.
On the other hand, since U is a neighborhood of Œe�, we may assume without loss of
generality that U � NCŒe� by replacing U by a smaller open neighborhood of Œe� if
necessary. We now claim that the hypothesis that U \ƒ� �S implies that NCŒe�\ƒ�

cannot be Zariski dense in NCŒe�, which then yields a desired contradiction.

Choose a basis of nC consisting of eigenvectors of Ada, and for x 2 nC, we write
x D .x1; : : : ;xd / for the coordinates with respect to this basis. It follows that there
exist 0< ci < 1, i D 1; : : : ; d such that

.2.12/ Ada x D .c1x1; : : : ; cdxd /:

Choose ` 2N such that c1 >max1�i�d c`C1
i . By the implicit function theorem, after

shrinking U and rearranging the indices if necessary, we may assume that U \S D

fŒexp.x/� 2U W x1D f .x2; : : : ;xd /g for some smooth function f . Let p be the Taylor
polynomial of f of degree `. Then, by shrinking U further, there exists C > 0 such
that for all x 2 U ,

.2.13/ jf .x2; : : : ;xd /�p.x2; : : : ;xd /j � Ck.x2; : : : ;xd /k
`C1:
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(Here k � k denotes the Euclidean norm on nC.) Since the action of Ada on the polyno-
mial ring RŒnC� is diagonalizable, we can write

.2.14/ x1�p.x2; : : : ;xd /D

kX
iD1

pi.x/;

where pi 2RŒnC� are nonzero polynomials such that pi.Ada x/D ˇi �pi.x/, where
1> ˇ1 > � � �> ˇk > 0: Note that ˇ1 � c1, due to the presence of x1 in (2.14). Since
U \ƒ� � S , combining (2.13) and (2.14), we conclude

.2.15/
ˇ̌̌̌ kX

iD1

pi.x/

ˇ̌̌̌
� Ck.x2; : : : ;xd /k

`C1 whenever Œexp x� 2 U \ƒ� :

Now let x 2 nC be such that Œexp x� 2 ƒ� . Since Œe� 2 U \ƒ� and Adn x! 0 as
n!1, we have Œexp Adn x� 2 U \ƒ� for all sufficiently large n. Applying (2.12)
and (2.15), we obtainˇ̌̌̌ kX

iD1

pi.Adn x/

ˇ̌̌̌
D

ˇ̌̌̌ kX
iD1

ˇn
i �pi.Admn x/

ˇ̌̌̌
� C

�
max

1�i�d
c`C1

i

�n
kAdmn xk`C1:

Therefore, by dividing by ˇn,ˇ̌̌̌
p1.Admn x/C

kX
iD2

�
ˇi

ˇ1

�n

pi.Admn x/

ˇ̌̌̌
� C

�
max1�i�d c`C1

i

ˇ1

�n

kAdmn xk`C1:

Since M is a compact subgroup, it follows that mni ! e for some sequence ni !1.
Taking the limit along this subsequence yields p1.x/D 0. This shows that

fx 2 nC W Œexp x� 2ƒ�g � fx 2 n
C
W p1.x/D 0g;

implying that NCŒe�\ƒ� is not Zariski dense in NCŒe�. This finishes the proof.

We remark that a weaker version of this lemma was proved for G D SLn.C/ by Cantat;
see [18, Section 6].

Definition 2.16 (Cartan projection) The Cartan projection � WG! aC is defined as
follows: for each g 2G, there exists a unique element �.g/ 2 aC such that

g 2K exp.�.g//K:

The Jordan projection of g is defined as �.g/ 2 aC, where exp�.g/ is the element
of AC conjugate to gh, where gh is as in (2.10).

Definition 2.17 (limit cone) The limit cone L� � aC of � is defined as the smallest
closed cone containing the Jordan projection of � .
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Quint showed the following.

Theorem 2.18 [36, Theorem IV.2.2] The growth indicator function  � , defined
in (1.5), is concave , upper semicontinuous , and satisfies

L� D fu 2 aC W  �.u/ > �1g:

Moreover ,  �.u/ is nonnegative on L� and positive on intL� .

Proposition 2.19 Let m be a locally finite Borel measure on �nG and C� aC a closed
cone with L� � int C. For any f1; f2 2 Cc.�nG/, there exists t0 > 0 such that for all
v 2 aC� C with kvk � t0,Z

�nG

f1.x exp.v//f2.x/ dm.x/D 0:

In particular , if u 2 aC�L� , then
R
�nG f1.x exp.tu//f2.x/ dm.x/D 0 for all t � 1

large enough.

Proof It suffices to check that for any given compact subset L�G such that LDL�1,
we have

L exp.�v/\�LD∅

for all sufficiently large v 2 aC� C.

Suppose that there exist a compact subset L�G, sequences `n; `
0
n 2L, n 2 � , and

vn 2 a� C with kvnk D tn!1 such that

`n exp.�vn/D n`
0
n:

We may assume that vn=tn converges to some unit vector v 2 .aC�int C/; hence v 62L� .
By [1, Lemma 4.6], there exists a compact subset M DM.L/ of a such that for all
g 2G,

�.LgL/� �.g/CM:

Note that L� is equal to the asymptotic cone of �.�/ by [1, Theorem 1.2]. Since
v 62 L� , we can find an open cone D containing v such that D\�.�/ is finite. Then

�.�1
n /D �.`0n exp.vn/`

�1
n / 2 �.exp.vn//CM:

As D is open, there exists n0 such that .1=tn/.vnCM / � D for all n � n0. Since
�.exp.vn//CM D tn.vn=tnC .1=tn/M /, we conclude �.�1

n / 2 D for all n � n0.
This yields a contradiction.

The second claim follows from the first one as we can find a closed cone C such that
u 62 C and L� � int C.
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Set
D� WD f 2 a

�
W  �  � on aCg;

which is a nonempty set [38, Section 4.1]. An element  2D� is said to be tangent to
 � at u 2 a if  .u/D  �.u/. The following collection of linear forms is of particular
importance:

.2.20/ D?
� WD f 2D� W  is tangent to  � at some u 2 L� \ int aCg:

Definition 2.21 (Patterson–Sullivan measures) For  2 a�, a .�;  /–conformal
measure supported on ƒ� will be called a .�;  /–PS measure.

Generalizing the work of Patterson [34] and Sullivan [47], Quint [37] constructed a
.�;  /–PS measure for every  2D?

�
.

Maximal growth direction Since  � is concave, upper semicontinuous, and the unit
norm ball in a is strictly convex, there exists a unique unit vector u� 2 L� (called the
maximal growth direction) such that

.2.22/ ı� WD max
u2aC;kukD1

 �.u/D  �.u�/:

Note that u� must be stabilized by the opposition involution; see Definition 3.1.

Example 2.23 If G D PSL3.R/, then u� D diag.1=
p

2; 0;�1=
p

2/ for any Zariski
dense subgroup � .

Uniqueness of tangent forms.

The claims (2) and (3) of the following lemma follow from [38, Section 4.1]; see also
[43, Lemma 4.8].

Lemma 2.24 (1) For any u 2 intL� , there exists a linear form  u 2D?
�

tangent to
 � at u.

(2) For any u 2 intL� at which  � is differentiable , there exists a unique linear
form  u 2D?

�
tangent to  � at u, and it is given by

 u. � /D h.r �/.u/; � i DDu �. � /:

(3) If u� 2 intL� and  � is differentiable at u� , then  u� is given by

 u� . � /D ı�hu� ; � i:
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Proof Let P � a be an affine hyperplane such that P \ aC is an .r�1/–simplex
and P \L� is a bounded convex subset of P ' Rr�1. Since P \L� is convex and
 � W a!R is concave, the set

S WD f.x;y/ 2 .P \L�/�R W 0� y �  �.x/g

is convex. Since R.P \ intL�/ � intL� , it suffices to prove (1) for u 2 P \ intL� .
Since .u;  �.u// 2 @S , the supporting hyperplane theorem implies that there exists
a hyperplane C � P �R passing through .u;  �.u// such that the interior of S is
contained in a connected component of P �R�C . As u2 intL� , such a hyperplane C

must be the graph of a function. We may therefore write C D f.x; '.x// 2 P �Rg for
some affine map ' W P ! R satisfying '.x/ �  �.x/ for all x 2 P \L� . Consider
the unique linear form in a� which extends ', which we also denote by ' by abuse
of notation. Since '.x/�  �.x/ for all x 2 P \L� and L� has nonempty interior, it
follows that ' �  � . Since '.u/D  �.u/, this proves (1).

To prove (2), define  u. � / WD h.r �/.u/; � i. By differentiating  �.tu/ D t �.u/

with respect to t , we get by the chain rule that

.2.25/ hr �.tu/;ui D  �.u/:

Hence  u.u/D �.u/ by plugging t D 1. Let b be a vector space such that aDRu˚b,
and let v 2 b be arbitrary. Consider the closed interval I D fs 2R W uC sv 2 L�g and
let f .s/ WD  �.uC sv/. Note that f W I !R is concave, differentiable at s D 0, and
f 0.0/D hr �.u/; vi. Hence, using (2.25),

f .s/�  �.u/C shr �.u/; vi D hr �.u/;uC svi D  u.uC sv/:

As v 2 b is arbitrary, this implies  u �  � . Hence  u 2D?
�

.

To show the uniqueness, suppose that  2 D?
�

is tangent to  � at u. Let v 2 b be
arbitrary. Define g W I ! R by g.s/ WD  .uC sv/. Then g � f and g.0/ D f .0/.
Since f is a concave function on an interval I and differentiable at 0 2 S , it follows
that g.s/D f .0/C sf 0.0/. Since f .0/D  �.u/ and f 0.0/D hr �.u/; vi, it follows
that

 .uC sv/D  �.u/C shr �.u/; vi D hr �.u/;uC svi:

This proves the uniqueness.

Next we claim that r �.u�/D cu� for some c ¤ 0. Consider a curve ˛ W .�"; "/!
Sr�1 \ aC such that ˛.0/ D u� . By definition of u� , s 7!  �.˛.s// achieves its
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maximum at sD 0. Hence, its derivative at sD 0 vanishes, and hr �.u�/; ˛0.0/i D 0.
Since ˛0.0/ 2 T Sr�1 can be arbitrary, r �.u�/ is parallel to u� . Combining this
with (2.25), the claim follows. Since  �.u�/D ı� , we have c D ı� . This completes
the proof of the lemma.

3 Generalized BMS–measures

Using the notation introduced in Section 2, given a pair of �–conformal measures
on F , we now define an MA–invariant locally finite Borel measure on �nG, which we
call a generalized BMS–measure. Haar measures, BR–measures, and BMS–measures
are all constructed in this way.

Definition 3.1 (opposition involution) Denote by w0 2 K a representative of the
unique element of the Weyl group NK .A/=M such that Adw0

aC D�aC. The oppo-
sition involution i W a! a is defined by

i.u/D�Adw0
.u/:

Note that for all g 2G, we have

�.g�1/D i.�.g//; �.g�1/D i.�.g//; i.aC/D aC;  � ı iD  � :

In particular, i preserves intL� .

Note that for all rank one groups, i is the identity map.

Example When GDPSLd .R/, with the Riemannian metric given by the inner product
hX;Y i D tr.XY t /, we have

.3.2/
aD fdiag.t1; : : : ; td / W t1C � � �C td D 0g;

aC D fdiag.t1; : : : ; td / 2 a W t1 � � � � � tdg;

and h � ; � iW a!R is given by hX;Y i D tr.XY /. The opposition involution is given by

i.diag.t1; : : : ; td //D diag.�td ; : : : ;�t1/:

For each g 2G, we define

gC WD gP 2G=P and g� WD gw0P 2G=P:
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Observe that .gm/˙ D g˙ for all g 2G, m 2M ; we may thus also view the above as
maps from G=M to F . Hence, for the identity element e 2G, eC D ŒP �, e� D Œw0P �

and g˙ D g.e˙/ for any g 2G. Let F .2/ denote the unique open G–orbit in F �F :

F .2/ DG:.eC; e�/D f.gP;gw0P / 2G=P �G=P W g 2Gg:

Example If G D PGLd .R/, F may be identified with the space of complete flags
ffV1 � � � � � Vd�1g W dim Vi D ig in Rd ; F .2/ is then identified with the set of pairs of
flags .fV1� � � � �Vd�1g; fW1� � � � �Wd�1g/ in general position, ie Vi˚Wd�i DRd

for all 1� i � d � 1.

Definition 3.3 (Hopf parametrization) The homeomorphism G=M !F .2/�a given
by gM 7! .gC;g�; b D ˇg�.e;g// is called the Hopf parametrization of G=M .

Example Using the linear fractional transformation action of GDPSL2.R/ on H2[yR,
we have P� D Stab.1/ and PC D Stab.0/, where P D P� and PC are the upper
and lower triangular subgroups of G, respectively. Hence

gC D gP D g.1/ and g� D gw0P D g.0/ 2 @H2
DG=P;

where w0 D
�

0
�1

1
0

�
.

We will make use of the following identities, which are all straightforward:

.3.4/
ˇg�.e;g/D��.g

�1; kw0P /D�i.log a/ if g D kan 2KANC;

ˇgC.e;g/D ��.g�1; kP / D log a if g D kah 2KAN�:

In particular, for a 2A,

ˇeC.e; a/C i.ˇe�.e; a//D 0:

The generalized BMS–measure m�1;�2 Fix a pair of linear forms  1;  2 2 a
�. Let

�1 D � 1
and �2 D � 2

be, respectively, .�;  1/– and .�;  2/–conformal measures
on F . Using the Hopf parametrization, define a locally finite Borel measure zm�1;�2

on
G=M as follows: for g D .gC;g�; b/ 2 F .2/ � a,

.3.5/ d zm�1;�2
.g/D e 1.ˇgC

.e;g//C 2.ˇg� .e;g// d�1.g
C/ d�2.g

�/ db;

where db D d`.b/ is the Lebesgue measure on a.

Lemma 3.6 The measure zm�1;�2
is left �–invariant and right A–quasi-invariant : for

all a 2A,
a� zm�1;�2

D e.� 1C 2ıi/.log a/
zm�1;�2

:
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Proof Let  2 � and g 2G be arbitrary. Note

ˇg˙.e; g/D ˇg˙.e;  /Cˇg˙.; g/D ˇg˙.e;  /Cˇg˙.e;g/:

Recall the conformality of the measures �1 and �2:

d�1.gC/D e 1.ˇgC
.e;�1//d�1.g

C/ and d�2.g�/D e 2.ˇg� .e;
�1//d�2.g

�/:

Combining these, we have

d zm�1;�2
.g/

D e 1.ˇgC
.e;g//C 2.ˇg� .e;g// d�1.gC/ d�2.g�/ d`.bCˇg�.e;  //

D e 1.ˇgC
.e;g//C 2.ˇg� .e;g// d�1.g

C/ d�2.g
�/ d`.b/

D d zm�1;�2
.g/:

Let a 2A. By the identities (2.4) and (3.4),

ˇg˙.e;ga/D ˇg˙.e;g/Cˇg˙.g;ga/D ˇg˙.e;g/Cˇe˙.e; a/;

ga˙ D g˙;

ˇeC.e; a/D�iˇe�.e; a/D log a:

Combining with definition (3.5), we have

d zm�1;�2
.ga/

D e 1.ˇgC
.e;ga//C 2.ˇg� .e;ga// d�1.g

C/ d�2.g
�/ d`.bCˇe�.e; a//

D e 1.ˇgC
.e;g/Cˇ

eC
.e;a//C 2.ˇg� .e;g/Cˇe� .e;a// d�1.g

C/ d�2.g
�/ d`.b/

D e. 1� 2ıi/.log a/d zm�1;�2
.g/:

This proves the claim.

The measure zm�1;�2
gives rise to a left �–invariant and right M –invariant measure on G,

by integrating along the fibers of G!G=M with respect to the Haar measure on M .
By abuse of notation, we will also denote this measure by zm�1;�2

. We denote by m�1;�2

the measure on �nG induced by zm�1;�2
, and call it the generalized BMS–measure

associated to the pair .�1; �2/.

BMS–measure mBMS
� ;� ıi

Let 2a� and let � and � ıi be .�;  /– and .�;  ıi/–PS
measures, respectively. We set

.3.7/ mBMS
� ;� ıi

WDm� ;� ıi
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and call it the Bowen–Margulis–Sullivan measure associated to .� ; � ıi/. Then by
Lemma 3.6, mBMS

� ;� ıi
is an A–invariant measure, whose support is given by

supp.mBMS
� ;� ıi

/D fx 2 �nG W x˙ 2ƒ�gI

since ƒ� is �–invariant, the condition x˙ 2ƒ� is a well-defined condition.

BR–measures mBR
� 

We set

.3.8/ mBR
� 
Dmmo;� ;

and call it the Burger–Roblin measure associated to � . The support of mBR
� 

is given by

supp.mBR
� 
/D fx 2 �nG W x� 2ƒ�g:

Lemma 3.9 The Burger–Roblin measure mBR
� 

is right NC–invariant.

Proof Let g 2G and n 2NC. By the identities (2.4) and (3.4), we have gn� D g�,
ˇn�.e; n/D 0 and

ˇgn�.e;gn/D ˇgn�.e;g/Cˇgn�.g;gn/D ˇgn�.e;g/Cˇn�.e; n/D ˇg�.e;g/:

On the other hand, by the conformality (2.6),

dmo.gnC/D e2�.ˇ
gnC

.gng�1;e//dmo.g
C/

D e2�.ˇ
gnC

.gng�1;gn/Cˇ
gnC

.gn;e//dmo.g
C/

D e2�.ˇ
gC
.e;g/�ˇ

gnC
.e;gn//dmo.g

C/:

Combining these, we have

d zmmo;� .gn/D e2�.ˇ
gnC

.e;gn//C .ˇg� .e;gn// dmo.gnC/d� .g
�/d`.b/

D e2�.ˇ
gC
.e;g//C .ˇg� .e;g// dmo.g

C/d� .g
�/d`.b/

D d zmmo;� .g/:

Similarly, but with a different parametrization gD .gC;g�; bDˇgC.e;g//, we define
the N�–invariant locally finite measure

.3.10/ d zmBR�
� 

.g/D e .ˇgC
.e;g//C2�.ˇg� .e;g// d� .g

C/ dmo.g
�/ db:
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Haar measure mHaar Recall that the K–invariant probability measure mo is a con-
formal density for the linear form 2�. We denote by dx D dmHaar.x/ the generalized
BMS–measure associated to the pair .mo;mo/:

.3.11/ dx D dmHaar
WD dmmo;mo

:

Since mo is a .G; 2�/–conformal measure, dmHaar is G–invariant; the proofs of Lemmas
3.6 and 3.9 show that mo is invariant under AM and N˙. As these subgroups
generate G, the G–invariance follows.

4 Disintegration of BMS– and BR–measures along N–orbits

In this section, we fix a linear form 2D?
�

, a .�;  /–PS measure � and a .�;  ıi/–PS
measure � ıi on F . To simplify the notation, we write

� WD � ; �i WD � ıi; zmBMS
WD zmBMS

� ;� ıi
; zmBR

WD zmBR
� ıi

; zmBR� WD zmBR�
� 

:

4.1 PS measures on gN ˙

We start by defining measures on N˙. Firstly, for g 2 G, define �PS
gNC

WD �PS
gNC;�

and �PS
gN�
WD �PS

gN�;�i
on N˙, for n 2NC and h 2N�, by the formulas

.4.1/
d�PS

gNC
.n/ WD e .ˇ.gn/C

.e;gn// d�..gn/C/;

d�PS
gN�.h/ WD e ıi.ˇ.gh/� .e;gh// d�i..gh/�/:

These are left �–invariant; for any  2 � and g 2G,

�PS
gN˙

D �PS
gN˙

:

When xN˙ is closed in �nG for x D Œg� 2 �nG, �PS
gN˙

induces a locally finite Borel
measure on StabN˙.x/nN

˙ ' xN˙, which we will denote by d�PS
xN˙

.

Recalling that A normalizes N˙, we will use the following lemma:

Lemma 4.2 For any g 2G, a 2A and n0; n 2NC, we have

d�PS
gNC

.an0na�1/D e� .log a/d�PS
gan0NC.n/:
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Proof By (2.4) and (3.4), we have .gan0na�1/C D gan0nC, and

ˇgan0nC.e;gan0na�1/D ˇgan0nC.e;gan0n/Cˇgan0nC.gan0n;gan0na�1/

D ˇgan0nC.e;gan0n/CˇeC.e; a
�1/:

Also note that ˇeC.e; a
�1/D�log a. Consequently,

d�PS
gNC

.an0na�1/D e
 .ˇ

gan0nC
.e;gan0na�1//

d�.gan0nC/

D e� .log a/e
 .ˇ

gan0nC
.e;gan0n//

d�.gan0nC/

D e� .log a/d�PS
gan0NC

.n/:

The measures �PS
gN˙

allow us to decompose the BMS–measure as follows: the product
map NC �P�!G is a diffeomorphism onto a Zariski open neighborhood of e.

4.2 Product structure of BMS–measures

Given g 2G, the BMS–measure zmBMS can be disintegrated in gNCP� as follows.

Lemma 4.3 For g 2G, f 2 Cc.gNCP�/ and nham 2NCN�AM ,

zmBMS.f /D

Z
NC

�Z
N�AM

f .gnham/ dm da d�PS
gnN�.h/

�
d�PS

gNC
.n/:

Proof By the identities (2.4) and (3.4), we have gnha�D gnh�, gnhaCD gnC and

ˇgnh˙.e;gnha/D ˇgnh˙.e;gnh/Cˇgnh˙.gnh;gnha/

D ˇgnh˙.e;gnh/Cˇe˙.e; a/:

Note that ˇe�.e; a/D�i log a and ˇeC.e; a/D log a. Hence

d zmBMS.gnha/

D e .i.ˇgnh� .e;gnha/Cˇ
gnhC

.e;gnha/// d�i.gnh�/ d�.gnC/ d`.ˇgnh�.e;gnha//

D e .iˇgnh� .e;gnh/�log aCˇ
gnhC

.e;gnh/Clog a/

� d�i.gnh�/ d�.gnC/ d`.ˇgnh�.e;gnh/C log a/

D da d�PS
gnN�.h/ d�PS

gNC
.n/:

Hence for nham 2NCN�AM ,

d zmBMS.gnham/D dm d zmBMS.gnha/D dm da d�PS
gnN�.h/d�

PS
gNC

.n/;

proving the claim.
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In a similar manner, one can decompose the BMS–measure according to gP�NC:

Lemma 4.4 For g 2G, f 2 Cc.gP�NC/, and hamn 2N�AMNC,

zmBMS.f /D

Z
N�AM

�Z
NC

f .ghamn/ d�PS
ghamNC

.n/

�
e� .log a/ dm da d�PS

gN�.h/:

Proof For each m 2M , consider the change of variable n0 D mnm�1. Then for
hamn 2N�AMNC, we have

d zmBMS.ghamn/D d zmBMS.ghan0m/

D dm d zmBMS.ghan0/:

By the identity (3.4), we have ˇgh�.e;ghan0/D ˇgh�.e;gh/� i log a and

i.ˇgh�.e;ghan0//Cˇghan
C

0

.e;ghan0/

D i.ˇgh�.e;gh/� i log a/Cˇ
ghan

C

0

.e;ghan0/:

It follows that

d zmBMS.ghan0/

D e
 .ˇ

ghan
C
0

.e;ghan0//
d�.ghanC

0
/ e� .log a/ da e ıi.ˇgh� .e;gh//d�i.gh�/

D d�PS
ghamNC

.n/ e� .log a/ da d�PS
gN�.h/:

Hence

d zmBMS.ghamn/D d�PS
ghamNC

.n/ e� .log a/ dm da d�PS
gN�.h/;

finishing the proof.

Define, for ham 2N�AM ,

d�PS
gP�.ham/D e� .log a/ dm da d�PS

gN�.h/:

This also allows us to succinctly rewrite the decomposition in Lemma 4.4 as follows:
for any f 2 Cc.gP�NC/,

.4.5/ zmBMS.f /D

Z
P�

Z
NC

f .gpn/ d�PS
gpNC

.n/ d�PS
gP�.p/:
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Lebesgue measures on gN˙ For g 2 G, we note that the Haar measure on gN˙

can be given as follows: for n 2N˙,

d�Leb
gN�.n/D e2�.ˇ.gn/� .e;gn//dmo..gn/�/;.4.6/

d�Leb
gNC

.n/D e2�.ˇ
.gn/C

.e;gn//dmo..gn/C/:.4.7/

Using (2.6), it can be checked that these are N� and NC invariant measures respectively.
Moreover, d�Leb

gN˙
does not depend on g 2G, so we simply write dn.

4.3 Decomposition of mBR

Similarly to Lemma 4.4, the BR– and BR�–measures can be decomposed in terms of
the gP�NC decomposition of G:

For all f 2 Cc.gP�NC/,

.4.8/
zmBR.f /D

Z
P�

Z
NC

f .gpn/ dn d�PS
gP�.p/;

zmBR�.f /D

Z
P�

Z
NC

f .ghamn/ d�PS
ghamNC

.n/e�2�.log a/ dm da dh:

We also have the following description of the BR–measures zmBR
� 

and zmBR�
� on G=M .

Lemma 4.9 For g D k exp.b/n 2KANC and Œg�D gM , we have

d zmBR
� 
.Œg�/D e�. ıi/.b/ dn d`.b/ dz� .k/;

where z� is given by

.4.10/ dz� .k/ WD d� .k
�/ dm:

For g D k exp.b/n 2KAN� and Œg�D gM , we have

d zmBR�
� 

.Œg�/D e .b/ dn d`.b/ dz� .k/;

where z� is given by
dz� .k/ WD d� .k

C/ dm:

Proof For g D k exp.b/n 2 KANC, we have ˇg�.e;g/ D �i.b/. Since mo is a
.G; 2�/–conformal measure, we have

d zmBR
� 
.Œg�/D e

2�.ˇ
k exp.b/nC .e;k exp.b/n//

e�. ıi/.b/dmo.k exp.b/nC/db d� .k
�/ dm

D e�. ıi/.b/ dn db dz� .k/:

The second statement can be proved similarly.
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5 BMS–mixing and translates of PS–measures

In this section, we fix

(1) an element u 2 L� \ int aC,

(2) a linear form  2D?
�

tangent to  � at u,

(3) a .�;  /–PS measure � D � on F , and

(4) a .�;  ı i/–PS measure �i D � ıi on F .

As before, we set

mBMS
DmBMS

�;�i
and �PS

gNC
D �PS

gNC;�
:

For all t � 0 and v 2 ker , define

a.t; v/ WD exp.tuC
p

tv/ 2A:

Definition 5.1 We say that mBMS satisfies the local mixing property if there exist
functions ‰ W .0;1/! .0;1/ and J W ker ! .0;1/ such that:

(1) For all v 2 ker and f1; f2 2 Cc.�nG/
M ,

.5.2/ lim
t!1

‰.t/

Z
�nG

f1

�
x a.t; v/

�
f2.x/ dmBMS.x/D J.v/mBMS.f1/mBMS.f2/:

(2) There exists a C D C.f1; f2/ > 0 such that for all .t; v/ 2 .0;1/� ker with
a.t; v/ 2AC,ˇ̌̌̌

‰.t/

Z
�nG

f1.x a.t; v//f2.x/ dmBMS.x/

ˇ̌̌̌
< C:

The main goal of this section is to establish the following result.

Proposition 5.3 Suppose that mBMS satisfies the local mixing property for the pair
.‰;J /. Then for any x D Œg� 2 �nG, v 2 ker , f 2 Cc.�nG/

M and � 2 Cc.N
C/,

.5.4/ lim
t!1

‰.t/

Z
NC

f .xna.t; v//�.n/ d�PS
gNC

.n/D J.v/mBMS.f / �PS
gNC

.�/;

and there exists a C 0 D C 0.f; �/ > 0 such thatˇ̌̌̌
‰.t/

Z
NC

f .xna.t; v//�.n/ d�PS
gNC

.n/

ˇ̌̌̌
< C 0

for all .t; v/ 2 .0;1/� ker with a.t; v/ 2AC.
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For " > 0, let G" denote the open ball of radius " around e in G. For a subgroup S <G,
we define S" WD S \G". The choices S D P˙, N˙ and A are the only subgroups we
will require. We will carry out a thickening argument using PS measures as in [33]; the
following lemma is needed.

Lemma 5.5 For any g 2G,

�.gNC.eC// > 0 and �i.gN�.e�// > 0:

Proof The Zariski density of ƒ� in F is proved in [1]. This also follows from
Lemma 2.11. Since each gN˙.e˙/ is a Zariski open subset of F and the support of �
is equal to ƒ� , the conclusion follows.

We will also need the following result on a continuity property of the PS measures
[32, Proposition 2.15]:

Lemma 5.6 For any fixed � 2 Cc.N
˙/ and g 2 G, the map N� ! R given by

h 7! �PS
ghN˙

.�/ is continuous.

Proof We will only prove the case when � 2 Cc.N
C/; the other case can be proved

similarly. Define a function z�g WN
� �G=P !R by

z�g.h; �/ WD

�
�.n/e .ˇghnC

.e;ghn// if � D ghnC for some n 2NC;

0 otherwise.

Since NC\P D feg, z�g is well-defined. By the continuity of the Busemann function,
z�g is continuous in h 2N�. This gives

�PS
ghNC

.�/D

Z
NC

�.n/e .ˇghnC
.e;ghn// d�.ghnC/D

Z
G=P

z�g.h; �/ d�.�/:

Hence j�PS
gh1NC

.�/��PS
gh2NC

.�/j�max�2G=P jz�g.h1; �/�z�g.h2; �/j. The continuity
of z�g then implies the claimed statement.

A function on N˙ is said to be radial if it is invariant under conjugation by elements
of M , ie f .mnm�1/D f .n/ for all m 2M , and n 2N˙.

Corollary 5.7 Given " > 0 and g 2 G, there exist R > 1 and a nonnegative radial
function �g;" 2 Cc.N

�
R
/ such that for all n 2NC" ,

�PS
gnN�.�g;"/ > 0:
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Proof For each j 2N, let �j 2 Cc.N
�

jC1
/ be a nonnegative radial function such that

�j jN�
j
D 1. By Lemma 5.5, for each n 2 NC there exists some jn 2 N such that

�PS
gnN�

.N�jn
/ > 0. By Lemma 5.6, for each n 2NC there exists rn > 0 such that

�PS
gn0N�.N

�
jn
/ > 0 for all n0 2 B.n/ WD fn0 2NC W dist.n; n0/ < rng:

Using the relative compactness of NC" , we choose n1; : : : ; nk 2NC such that NC" �Sk
iD1 B.ni/. Choosing R WDmax.jn1

; : : : ; jnk
/C 1 and �g;" WD �R�1 completes the

proof.

Proof of Proposition 5.3 Fixing v 2 ker. /, for simplicity, we write at D a.t; v/. Let
x D Œg� and "0 > 0 be such that � 2 Cc.N

C
"0
/. By Corollary 5.7, there exist R> 0 and

a nonnegative �g;"0
2 Cc.N

�
R
/ such that

�PS
gnN�.�g;"0

/ > 0 for all n 2NC"0
:

Given an arbitrary " > 0, choose a nonnegative function q" 2 Cc.A"/ satisfyingR
A q".a/ daD 1. Then

.5.8/
Z

NC
f .xnat /�.n/ d�PS

gNC
.n/

D

Z
NC

f .xnat /�.n/

�

�
1

�PS
gnN�

.�g;"0
/

Z
N�A

�g;"0
.h/q".a/ da d�PS

gnN�.h/

�
d�PS

gNC
.n/

D

Z
NC

�Z
N�A

f .xnat /
�.n/�g;"0

.h/q".a/

�PS
gnN�

.�g;"0
/

da d�PS
gnN�.h/

�
d�PS

gNC
.n/:

We now define a right M –invariant function ẑ " 2 Cc.gNC"0
N�

R
A"M /� Cc.G/ by

ẑ
".g0/ WD

8<:
�.n/�g;"0

.h/q".a/

�PS
gnN�

.�g;"0
/

if g0 D gnham;

0 otherwise.

Note that the continuity of ẑ " is a consequence of Lemma 5.6. Also observe that ẑ "
depends on our choice of representative for x D Œg�.

We now assume without loss of generality that f � 0 and define, for all "> 0, functions
f ˙" as follows: for all z 2 �nG,

f C" .z/ WD sup
b2N

C
" N�" A"

f .zb/ and f �" .z/ WD inf
b2N

C
" N�" A"

f .zb/:
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Since u 2 int aC, for every " > 0 there exists t0.R; "/ > 0 such that

a�1
t N�R at �N�" for all t � t0.R; "/:

Then, as supp. ẑ "/� gNC"0
N�

R
A"M , we have

.5.9/ f .xnat / ẑ ".gnha/� f C
2"
.xnhaat / ẑ ".gnha/

for all nha 2NCN�A and t � t0.R; "/. Similarly,

f �2".xnhaat / ẑ ".gnha/� f .xnat / ẑ ".gnha/:

We now use f C
2"

to give an upper bound on the limit we are interested in; f �
2"

is used
in an analogous way to provide a lower bound. Entering the definition of ˆ" and the
above inequality (5.9) into (5.8) gives

lim sup
t!1

‰.t/

Z
NC

f .xnat /�.n/ d�PS
gNC

.n/

� lim sup
t!1

‰.t/

�

Z
NC

�Z
N�AM

f C
2"
.xnhaat / ẑ ".gnha/ dm da d�PS

gnN�.h/

�
d�PS

gNC
.n/

D lim sup
t!1

‰.t/

Z
G

f C
2"
.Œg0�at / ẑ ".g0/ d zmBMS.g0/

D lim sup
t!1

‰.t/

Z
�nG

f C
2"
.Œg0�at /ˆ".Œg0�/ dmBMS.Œg0�/;

where
ˆ".Œg0�/ WD

X
2�

ˆ".g0/;

and Lemma 4.3 was used in the second-to-last line of the above calculation. By the
standing assumption (5.2), we then have

lim sup
t!1

‰.t/

Z
N�

f .xnat /�.n/ d�PS
gNC

.n/� J.v/mBMS.f C
2"
/mBMS.ˆ"/

D J.v/mBMS.f C
2"
/ zmBMS. ẑ "/:

Using Lemma 4.3 and the M –invariance of ẑ ", we have

zmBMS. ẑ "/D

Z
NC

�Z
N�A

ẑ
".gnha/ da d�PS

gnN�.h/

�
d�PS

gNC
.n/

D

Z
NC

�.n/

�PS
gnN�

.�g;"0
/

�Z
N�A

�g;"0
.h/q".a/ da d�PS

gnN�.h/

�
d�PS

gNC
.n/

D �PS
gNC

.�/:
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Since " > 0 was arbitrary, taking "! 0 gives

lim sup
t!1

‰.t/

Z
N�

f .xnat /�.n/ d�PS
gNC

.n/� J.v/mBMS.f / �PS
gNC

.�/:

The lower bound given by replacing f C
2"

with f �
2"

in the above calculations proves the
first statement.

For the second claim of the proposition, observe that if tuC
p

tv 2 aC, then

f .xnat / ẑ ".gnha/� f C
RC"

.xnhaat / ẑ ".gnha/;

as in (5.9). Hence

‰.t/

Z
NC

f .xnat /�.n/ d�PS
gNC

.n/� C.f C
RC"

; ˆ"/:

Choosing C 0.f; �/ WD C.f C
RC"

; ˆ"/ finishes the proof.

6 Translates of Lebesgue measures and Haar mixing

We continue with the setup of Section 5: recall that we have fixed u 2 L� \ int aC,
a linear form  2D?

�
such that  .u/D  �.u/, a .�;  /–PS measure � D � and a

.�;  ı i/–PS measure �i D � ıi on F . We set

mBMS
DmBMS

�;�i
; mBR

DmBR
�i
; mBR� DmBR�

� and �PS
gNC

D �PS
gNC;�

:

The main goal in this section is to prove a local mixing statement for the Haar measure
on �nG. In order to do this, we first convert equidistribution of translates of �PS

gNC

(Proposition 5.3) into equidistribution of translates of the Lebesgue measure on xNC:

Proposition 6.1 Suppose that mBMS satisfies the local mixing property for the pair
.‰;J /. Then for any x D Œg� 2 �nG, v 2 ker , f 2 Cc.�nG/

M and � 2 Cc.N
C/,

lim
t!1

‰.t/e.2�� /.tuC
p

tv/

Z
NC

f .xn a.t; v//�.n/ dnD J.v/mBR.f / �PS
gNC

.�/;

and there exists C 00 D C 00.f; �/ > 0 such thatˇ̌̌̌
‰.t/e.2�� /.tuC

p
tv/

Z
NC

f .xn a.t; v//�.n/ dn

ˇ̌̌̌
< C 00

for all .t; v/ 2 .0;1/� ker with a.t; v/ 2AC.
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Proof For "0 > 0, set B"0
D N�"0

A"0
MNC"0

. Note that MNC"0
D NC"0

M by the
choice of the invariant metric on G. Given x0 2 �nG, let "0.x0/ denote the maximum
number r such that the map G! �nG given by h 7! x0h for h 2G is injective on Br .
Note that  .u/D  �.u/D  �.i.u//. Fixing v 2 ker we set, for all t 2R,

at WD a.t; v/:

By using a partition of unity if necessary, it suffices to prove that for any x0 2�nG and
"0 D "0.x0/, the claims of the proposition hold for any nonnegative f 2 C.x0B"0

/M ,
nonnegative � 2 C.NC"0

/ and x D Œg� 2 x0B"0
; that is,

.6.2/ lim
t!1

‰.t/e.2�� /.log at /

Z
NC

f .xnat /�.n/ dnD J.v/mBR.f / �PS
gNC

.�/;

and for log at 2 a
C, we have

‰.t/e.2�� /.log at /

Z
NC

f .xnat /�.n/ dn< C 00 for some C 00 D C 00.f; �/:

Moreover, we may assume that f is given for all g 2G as

f .Œg�/D
X
2�

zf .g/

for some nonnegative zf 2 Cc.g0B"0
/� Cc.G/. Note that for x D Œg� 2 Œg0�B"0

,

.6.3/
Z

NC
f .Œg�nat /�.n/ dnD

X
2�

Z
NC

zf .gnat /�.n/ dn:

Note that zf .gnat / D 0 unless gnat 2 g0B"0
. Taken together with the fact that

supp.�/�NC"0
, it follows that the summands in (6.3) are nonzero for only finitely

many elements  2 � \g0B"0
a�1

t NC"0
g�1.

Suppose gNC"0
at \g0B"0

¤∅. Then

gat 2 g0N�"0
A"0

MNC;

and there are unique elements pt; 2N�"0
A"0

M and nt; 2NC such that

gat D g0pt;nt; 2 g0P�"0
NC:

Let �t;v denote the subset � \ g0.N
�
"0

A"0
MNC/a�1

t g�1. Note that although �t;v

may possibly be infinite, only finitely many of the terms in the sums we consider
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will be nonzero. This givesZ
NC

f .Œg�nat /�.n/ dnD
X
2�

Z
NC

zf .gnat /�.n/ dn

D

X
2�t;v

Z
NC

zf .gat .a
�1
t nat //�.n/ dn

D e�2�.log at /
X
2�t;v

Z
NC

zf .gatn/�.atna�1
t / dn

D e�2�.log at /
X
2�t;v

Z
NC

zf .g0pt;nt;n/�.atna�1
t / dn

D e�2�.log at /
X
2�t;v

Z
NC

zf .g0pt;n/�.at n�1
t;n a�1

t / dn:

Since supp. zf /� g0B"0
, we haveX

2�t;v

Z
NC

zf .g0pt;n/�.at n�1
t;n a�1

t / dn

�

X
2�t;v

�
sup

n2N
C
"0

�.at n�1
t; a�1

t .atna�1
t //

�
�

Z
NC

zf .g0pt;n/ dn

andX
2�t;v

Z
NC

zf .g0pt;n/�.at n�1
t;n a�1

t / dn

�

X
2�t;v

�
inf

n2N
C
"0

�.at n�1
t; a�1

t .atna�1
t //

�
�

Z
NC

zf .g0pt;n/ dn:

Since u belongs to intL� , there exist t0.v/ > 0 and ˛ > 0 such that

atN
C
r a�1

t �NC
re�˛t for all r > 0 and t > t0.v/:

Therefore, for all n 2NC"0
and t > t0.v/, we have

.6.4/ ��"0e�˛t .at n�1
t;a�1

t /� �.at n�1
t;a�1

t .atna�1
t //� �C

"0e�˛t .at n�1
t; a�1

t /;

where, for all n 2NC and " > 0,

�C" .n/ WD sup
b2N

C
"

�.nb/ and ��" .n/ WD inf
b2N

C
"

�.nb/:
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We now have the chain of inequalities (for t > t0.v/)

.6.5/
X
2�t;v

��"0e�˛t .at n�1
t; a�1

t /

Z
N
C
"0

zf .g0pt;n/ dn

� e2�.log at /

Z
NC

f .Œg�nat /�.n/ dn

�

X
2�t;v

�C
"0e�˛t .at n�1

t; a�1
t /

Z
N
C
"0

zf .g0pt;n/ dn:

By Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6, there exist R > 0 and a radial function � 2 Cc.N
C

R
/ such

that �.n/ � 0 for all n 2 NC, and �PS
g0pNC

.�/ > 0 for all p 2 N�"0
A"0

M . Define
zF 2 Cc.g0N�"0

A"0
MNC

R
/ by

.6.6/ zF .g/ WD

8<:
�.n/

�PS
g0pNC

.�/

Z
N
C
"0

zf .g0pv/ dv if g D g0pn 2 g0N�"0
A"0

MNC
R
;

0 otherwise.

Since � is radial, zF is right M –invariant. The key property of zF we will use is the
following: for all p 2 P�"0

,Z
NC

zF .g0pn/ d�PS
g0pNC

.n/D

Z
N
C

R

zF .g0pn/ d�PS
g0pNC

.n/D

Z
N
C
"0

zf .g0pn/ dn:

Returning to (6.5), we now give an upper bound for
R

N f .Œg�nat /�.n/ dn; the lower
bound can be dealt with in a similar fashion. We observe

e2�.log at /

Z
NC

f .Œg�nat /�.n/ dn

�

X
2�t;v

�C
"0e�˛t .at n�1

t; a�1
t /

Z
N
C
"0

zf .g0pt;n/ dn

D

X
2�t;v

�C
"0e�˛t .at n�1

t; a�1
t /

Z
N
C

R

zF .g0pt;n/ d�PS
g0pt;NC

.n/

D

X
2�t;v

Z
N
C

R

zF .g0pt;n/�C
"0e�˛t .at n�1

t; a�1
t / d�PS

g0pt;NC
.n/:

Similarly as before, we have, for all t > t0.v/ and n 2NC
R

,

.6.7/ �C
"0e�˛t .atn

�1
t;a�1

t /D �C
"0e�˛t .at n�1

t;n.n/�1a�1
t /

� �C
.RC"0/e�˛t .atn

�1
t;n a�1

t /:
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Hence (6.5) is bounded above by

�

X
2�t;v

Z
N
C

R

zF .g0pt;n/�C
.RC"0/e�˛t .at n�1

t;n a�1
t / d�PS

g0pt;NC
.n/

D

X
2�t;v

Z
NC

zF .g0pt;nt;a�1
t nat /�

C

.RC"0/e�˛t .n/ d�PS
g0pt;NC

.nt;a�1
t nat /:

By Lemma 4.2,

d�PS
g0pt;NC

.nt;a�1
t nat /D e� .log a�1

t /d�PS
g0pt;nt;a�1

t NC
.n/:

Since g0pt;nt;a�1
t D g, it follows that for all t > t0.v/,

e.2�� /.log at /

Z
NC

f .Œg�nat /�.n/ dn

�

X
2�t;v

Z
NC

zF .gnat /�
C

.RC"0/e�˛t .n/ d�PS
gNC

.n/

�

Z
NC

�X
2�

zF .gnat /

�
�C
.RC"0/e�˛t .n/ d�PS

gNC
.n/:

Define a function F on �nG by

F.Œg�/ WD
X
2�

zF .g/:

Then for any " > 0 and for all t > t0.v/ such that .RC "0/e
�˛t � ",

‰.t/

Z
NC

F.Œg�nat /�
�
" .n/ d�PS

gNC
.n/�‰.t/e.2�� /.log at /

Z
NC

f .Œg�nat /�.n/ dn

�‰.t/

Z
NC

F.Œg�nat /�
C
" .n/ d�PS

gNC
.n/:

Since F is right M –invariant, by Proposition 5.3, letting "! 0 gives

lim
t!1

‰.t/e.2�� /.log at /

Z
NC

f .Œg�nat /�.n/ dnD J.v/mBMS.F / �PS
gNC

.�/:

From the definition of F , together with Lemma 4.4 in the form (4.5), and (4.8), we
have

mBMS.F /D zmBMS. zF /D

Z
P�

�Z
NC

zF .g0pn/ d�
PS;
g0pNC

.n/

�
d�PS

g0P�.p/

D

Z
P�

�Z
NC

zf .g0pn/ dn

�
d�PS

g0P�.p/

D zmBR. zf /DmBR.f /:
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This finishes the proof of the first statement. For the second statement, note that the
following inequalities corresponding to (6.4), and (6.7) hold with the weaker assumption
tuC

p
tv 2 aC, rather than t > t0.v/: for all n 2NC"0

,

�.atn
�1
t;a�1

t .atna�1
t //� �C"0

.atn
�1
t;a�1

t /;

and for all n 2NC
R

,

�C"0
.at n�1

t; a�1
t /D �C"0

.at n�1
t;n.n/�1 a�1

t /� �C
RC"0

.at n�1
t;n a�1

t /:

Now proceeding similarly as in the proof of the first statement, we haveZ
NC

f .Œg�nat /�.n/ dn�e. �2�/.log at /

Z
NC

�X
2�

zF .gnat /

�
�C

RC"0
.n/ d�PS

gNC
.n/;

and hence

‰.t/e.2�� /.log at /

Z
NC

f .Œg�nat /�.n/ dn

�‰.t/

Z
NC

F.Œg�nat /�
C

RC"0
.n/ d�PS

gNC
.n/

� C 0.F; �C
RC"0

/

provided log at 2 a
C. By setting C 00.f; �/ WD C 0.F; �C

RC"0
/, this finishes the proof of

the proposition.

With the help of Proposition 5.3, we are now ready to prove:

Proposition 6.8 Suppose that mBMS satisfies the local mixing property for the pair
.‰;J /. Then for any f1; f2 2 Cc.�nG/

M and v 2 ker , we have

lim
t!1

‰.t/e.2�� /.tuC
p

tv/

Z
�nG

f1.xa.t; v//f2.x/ dx D J.v/mBR.f1/mBR�.f2/;

and there exists a C0 D C0.f1; f2/ > 0 such that if a.t; v/ 2 aC,ˇ̌̌̌
‰.t/e.2�� /.tuC

p
tv/

Z
�nG

f1.xa.t; v//f2.x/ dx

ˇ̌̌̌
< C0:

Proof The hypotheses above coincide with those of Propositions 5.3 and 6.1; this
allows us to apply Proposition 6.1 in the following argument.

By compactness, we can find "0 > 0 and xi 2 �nG for i D 1; : : : ; ` such that the map
G!�nG given by g! xig is injective on R"0

DN�"0
A"0

NC"0
M , and

S`
iD1 xiR"0=2

contains both suppf1 and suppf2. As before, set at D exp.tu C
p

tv/. We use
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continuous partitions of unity to write f1 and f2 as finite sums f1 D
P`

iD1 f1;i

and f2 D
P`

jD1 f2;j with suppf1;i � xiR"0=2 and suppf2;j � xj R"0=2. Writing
p D ham 2N�AM and using the decomposition of the Haar measure on G given by

d.hamn/D e�2�.log a/ dn dm da dh;

cf [23, Proposition 8.45], we have

.6.9/
Z
�nG

f1.xat /f2.x/ dx

D

X
i;j

Z
R"0

f1;i.xipnat /f2;j .xipn/e�2�.log a/ dn dm da dh

D

X
i;j

Z
N�"0

A"0
M

�Z
N
C
"0

f1;i.xipnat /f2;j .xipn/ dn

�
e�2�.log a/ dm da dh:

Applying Proposition 6.1, it follows (cf also (4.8)) that

lim
t!1

‰.t/e.2�� /.log at /

Z
�nG

f1.xat /f2.x/ dx

D J.v/
X

i

mBR.f1;i/
X

j

Z
N�"0

A"0
M

�PS
xi pNC

.f2;j .xip � //e
�2�.log a/ dm da dh

D J.v/
X

i

mBR.f1;i/
X

j

mBR�.f2;j /

D J.v/mBR.f1/mBR�.f2/;

where the second-last equality is valid by (4.8). This justifies the first statement. For
the second statement, note that if tuC

p
tv 2 aC, (6.9) together with Proposition 6.1

gives ˇ̌̌̌
‰.t/e.2�� /.log at /

Z
�nG

f1.xat /f2.x/ dx

ˇ̌̌̌
� C0.f1; f2/;

where

C0.f1; f2/ WD
X
i;j

C 00.f1;i ; f2;j /

Z
N�"0

A"0
M

e�2�.log.a.t;v// dm da dh:

This completes the proof.

We make the following observation, which will be used in the proof of Theorem 7.9.
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Corollary 6.10 Fix u 2 L� \ int aC, and let  2 D?
�

be tangent to  � at u. For
k D 1; 2, let �k and x�k be .�;  /– and .�;  ı i/–PS measures on ƒ� , respectively.
Setting mBMS

k
WDmBMS

�k ;x�k
, suppose that there exist functions ‰k WR>0!R>0 such that

for all f1; f2 2 Cc.�nG/
M ,

lim
t!1

‰k.t/

Z
�nG

f1.x exp.tu//f2.x/ dmBMS
k .x/DmBMS

k .f1/m
BMS
k .f2/:

Then �1 D �2 and x�2 D x�2.

Proof By an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 6.8,

lim
t!1

‰k.t/e
t.2�� �/.u/

Z
�nG

f1.x exp.tu//f2.x/ dx DmBR
x�k
.f1/mBR�

�k
.f2/:

Fix f12Cc.�nG/
M with mBR

x�k
.f1/>0 for each kD1; 2. Considering f22Cc.�nG/

M

with m
BR�
�k

.f2/> 0, it follows from the hypothesis that c0 WD limt!1‰1.t/=‰2.t/> 0.
Set c1 WD c0 �m

BR
x�2
.f1/=m

BR
x�1
.f1/. Then for any f2 2 Cc.�nG/

M , we have

.6.11/ mBR�
�1

.f2/D c1 �m
BR�
�2

.f2/:

Recall from Lemma 3.6 that for all a 2 A, a�m
BR�
�k
D e.� C2�/.log a/m

BR�
�k

. We
claim that �1 D �2. Let g0 2 G be arbitrary. Fix " > 0 and consider F 2 C.G=P /

supported in .g0NC" /
�. Choose q1 2 Cc.A/, and a radial function q2 2 Cc.N / such

that
R
A q1 daD

R
N� q2 dnD 1. Define zf2 2 Cc.G/ by

zf2.g/ WD

�
F.g0hC/q1.a/q2.n/e

� .log a/ if g D g0hman 2 g0NCP�;

0 otherwise.

Note that zf2 is M –invariant, as q2 is radial. Defining f2 2 Cc.�nG/ by

f2.Œg�/ WD
X
2�

zf2.g/;

a direct computation shows that

mBR�
�k

.f2/D

Z
NC

Z
P�

zf2.g0hman/ e .log a/ dm da dn d�k.g0hC/

D

Z
NC

F.g0hC/

�Z
P�

q1.a/q2.n/ dm da dn

�
d�k.g0hC/

D �k.F /:

Hence for any g�
0
2 G=P , it holds that �1.F / D c1 � �2.F / for all F 2 C.G=P /

supported in .g0O"/�. By using a partition of unity, we get �1.F /D c1 � �2.F / for all
F 2 C.G=P /. Since j�1j D j�2j D 1, we have c1 D 1 and hence �1 D �2. Repeating
the same argument for i.v/, we also get x�1 D x�2 (this implies c0 D 1).
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7 Anosov groups

7.1 Anosov subgroups

Let † be a finitely generated word hyperbolic group and let @† denote the Gromov
boundary of †. We call a Zariski dense discrete subgroup � <G Anosov with respect
to P if it arises as the image of a P–Anosov representation of †. A representation
ˆ W†!G is P–Anosov if ˆ induces a continuous equivariant map � W @†! F such
that .�.x/; �.y// 2 F .2/ for all x ¤ y 2 @†, following Labourie [24] and Guichard
and Wienhard [17].

Let �d W PSL2.R/ ! PSLd .R/ be the d–dimensional irreducible representation of
PSL2.R/. For any torsion-free uniform lattice† in PSL2.R/, the connected component
of �d j† in the space Hom.†;PSLd .R// is called the Hitchin component. Representa-
tions †! PSLd .R/ in the Hitchin component are known to be P–Anosov [24]. In
fact, Hitchin components are defined for representations of † into any split real simple
Lie group G, and all representations †!G in the Hitchin component are known to
be P–Anosov [12; 17].

We mention that if �i W † ! Gi are Pi–Anosov, where Pi is a minimal parabolic
subgroup of Gi , then �1��2 W†!G1�G2 is P1�P2–Anosov whenever its image is
Zariski dense. Indeed, if �i W @†!Gi=Pi denotes the limit map of �i , the map �.x/D
.�1.x/; �2.x// provides the desired limit map for �1��2; hence f.�1.g/; �2.g// Wg2†g

is an Anosov subgroup of G1 �G2.

One subclass of Anosov groups consists of Schottky groups, which generalize the
Schottky subgroups of rank one Lie groups.

For a loxodromic element g 2G, we denote by yg 2F the unique attracting fixed point
of g. Let 1; : : : ; p be loxodromic elements of G, where p � 2. For each 1� i � p,
set �C1

i D yi
and ��1

i D y�1
i

.

Definition 7.1 The subgroup � generated by f1; : : : ; pg is called Schottky if there
exist open subsets b˙i ;B

˙
i � F for 1� i � p, and a 0< " < 1 such that:

(1) For all i ¤ j and !;$ 2 f�1; 1g, we have that b!i � B$j .

(2) b!i � b$j � F .2/ whenever i ¤ j or ! ¤$ .

(3) For all i and ! 2 f�1; 1g, we have that �! 2 int b!i , !i B!i � b!i �B!i and the
restriction of i to B!i is "–Lipschitz.

(4) The intersection
T

1�i�p; !2f1;�1gB
!
i is nonempty.
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This is the same definition as given in [40, Section 4.2], except for the extra condition (2),
which we added to ensure the following lemma:

Lemma 7.2 Any Zariski dense Schottky subgroup � <G is Anosov.

Proof The Gromov boundary @� can be identified with the set of infinite words of the
form aD .a0a1a2 � � � /, where ai 2 f

˙1
1
; : : : ; ˙1

p g and ai ¤ a�1
iC1

. Fix an element

�0 2
\

1�i�p; !2f1;�1g

B!i ;

which exists by (3). Under the above definition of a Schottky group, the proof
of [38, Proposition 3.3] gives that the map a 7! limn!1.a0a1 � � � an/�0 induces a
�–equivariant homeomorphism � W @� ! ƒ� ; see also [40, Proposition 4.5]. Let
� ¤ � 2ƒ� , and write them as

� D lim
n!1

.a0a1 � � � an/�0 and �D lim
n!1

.a00a01 � � � a
0
n/�0

for some infinite words a and a0. Let k be the smallest integer such that ak ¤ a0
k

, and
set  WD a0 � � � ak�1 2 � . It follows from (1) and (2) that �1� 2 b!i and �1� 2 b$j ,
where i ¤ j or ! ¤$ . Hence .�1�; �1�/ 2 F .2/ by (2); consequently, we get that
.�; �/ 2 F .2/. This shows that � is Anosov.

Schottky groups are found everywhere, in the following sense:

Lemma 7.3 Any Zariski dense discrete subgroup � contains a Zariski dense Schottky
subgroup.

Proof This follows from the proof of a more general theorem [1, Proposition 4.3]. We
give a sketch of the proof for the sake of completeness. Since the set of loxodromic ele-
ments of � is Zariski dense, we may choose a loxodromic element 1 2� . There exists
a proper Zariski closed subset F1

�G which contains all Zariski connected and Zariski
closed proper subgroups of G containing 1 [49, Proposition 4.4]. We may choose a
second loxodromic element 2 2��F1

such that f.y˙1
2
;y1

/; .y˙1
2
;y�1

1
/g � F .2/.

Moreover, we can assume that  k
2

generates a Zariski connected subgroup, and
hence that  k

2
62 F1

for any k 2 N. Let 'i 2 G be such that i 2 'i.int AC/'�1
i .

Then y˙1
i
D 'ie

˙. For " > 0, let b˙1
i ."/ be the "–neighborhood of 'ie

˙ and set
B˙1

i ."/ D 'iN
˙
"�1e˙, where N˙"�1 denotes the "�1–neighborhood of e in N˙. For

any "1; "2 > 0, we get that ˙k
i B˙1

i ."2/ � b˙1
i ."1/ for all sufficiently large k. It

follows that we can find k, "1 > 0 and "2 > 0 so that  k
1

and  k
2

satisfy the conditions
in Definition 7.1 with b˙1

i WD b˙1
i ."1/ and B˙1

i WD B˙1
i ."2/.
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7.2 BMS–mixing

The following theorem was first proved by Sambarino [45], when † is the fundamental
group of a compact negatively curved manifold, using the work of Thirion [48]. Using
the reparametrization theorem of [4] for a general case, Chow and Sarkar [8] proved the
following theorem; their proof uses a different symbolic coding than [45] and works
for functions which are not necessarily M –invariant.

Theorem 7.4 Let u 2 intL� . Let  2 D?
�

be tangent to  � at u, and let � and �i

be respectively .�;  / and .�;  ı i/–PS measures on ƒ� . Set mBMS WDmBMS
�;�i

. Then
there exists �u > 0 such that for any v 2 ker and any f1; f2 2 Cc.�nG/

M ,

lim
t!1

t .r�1/=2

Z
�nG

f1.x/f2.x exp.tuC
p

tv// dmBMS.x/

D �ue�I.v/=2mBMS.f1/m
BMS.f2/;

where I W ker. /!R is given by

.7.5/ I.v/ WD c �
kvk2�kuk

2
�� hv;ui

2
�

kuk2�

for some inner product h � ; � i� and some c>0. Moreover , the left-hand side is uniformly
bounded over all .t; v/ 2 .0;1/� ker with tuC

p
tv 2 aC.

Although the second statement of Theorem 7.4 is not stated in [45, Theorem 3.8], its
proof uses the same technique as [48, Theorem 1.1], where the corresponding statement
can be found.

Remark 7.6 Theorem 7.4 is the main reason for the assumption that � is a Anosov
subgroup. In fact, all our results stated in the introduction hold whenever � satisfies
Theorems 7.4 and 7.7.

In the rest of the paper, let � be an Anosov subgroup of G. The following theo-
rem was proved by Sambarino [43] for a special case and by Potrie and Sambarino
[35, Propositions 4.6 and 4.11] in general.

Theorem 7.7 (1) L� �f0g � int aC.

(2)  � is strictly concave and analytic on fv 2 intL� W kvk D 1g.

By Lemma 2.24 and Theorem 7.7, we get the following corollary:
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Corollary 7.8 For each unit vector u 2 intL� , there exists a unique  u 2D?
�

tangent
to  � at u, which is given by

 u. � /D hr �.u/; � i:

Theorem 7.9 For any  2D?
�

, there exists a unique .�;  /–PS measure on ƒ� .

Proof When � is the fundamental group of a closed negatively curved Riemannian
manifold, this follows by combining [44, Theorem 3.1] and [44, Proposition 7.8]. The
general case follows from Theorem 7.4 by Corollary 6.10.

Note that this theorem implies the �–ergodicity of every .�;  /–PS measure.

Remark 7.10 The �–ergodicity of a .�;  /–PS measure for  2 D?
�

also follows
from [7, Theorem A.2] together with the reparametrization theorem [8, Theorem 4.10].
By Sullivan’s well-known argument, it implies the uniqueness of .�;  /–PS measure.

For each u 2 intL� , let �u denote the unique .�;  u/–PS measure on ƒ� . We now set

.7.11/ mBMS
u WDmBMS

�u;�i.u/
; mBR

i.u/ WDmBR
�i.u/

; mBR�
u WDmBR�

�u
:

We mention that all three measures are infinite measures when G has rank at least two;
cf [25, Corollary 4.9]. We also refer to [25] and [26], where ergodic properties of these
measures are discussed.

We deduce the following from Propositions 5.3 and 6.8, and Theorem 7.4.

Theorem 7.12 Let u 2 intL� .

(1) For any f1; f2 2 Cc.�nG/
M and v 2 ker u,

lim
t!C1

t .r�1/=2e.2�� u/.tuC
p

tv/

Z
�nG

f1.x exp.tuC
p

tv//f2.x/ dx

D �u e�I.v/=2mBR
i.u/.f1/m

BR�
u .f2/:

(2) For any f 2 Cc.�nG/
M , � 2 Cc.N

C/, x D Œg� 2 �nG, and v 2 ker u,

lim
t!1

t .r�1/=2e.2�� u/.tuC
p

tv/

Z
NC

f .xn exp.tuC
p

tv//�.n/ dn

D �u e�I.v/=2mBR
i.u/.f / �

PS
gNC;�u

.�/:

Moreover , the left-hand sides of the above equalities are uniformly bounded for all
.t; v/ 2 .0;1/� ker u with tuC

p
tv 2 aC.

Recalling that  u.u/ D  �.u/, the special case of Theorem 7.12 when v D 0 now
implies Theorems 1.6 and 1.7.
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8 Equidistribution of translates of �n�H

Symmetric subgroups of G

Let H < G be a symmetric subgroup; that is to say, H is the identity component of
the set of fixed points of an involution � of G. We start by reviewing some general
structure theory regarding symmetric subgroups; see [46, Chapter 6] for more details
on this. The involution � induces a Lie algebra involution on g, which (using a slight
abuse of notation) we also denote by � . There exists a Cartan involution of G that
commutes with � ; without loss of generality, we may assume that � from Section 2
commutes with � . These involutions give rise to the decompositions g D k˚ p and
g D h˚ q into the C1 and �1 eigenspace decompositions of � and � , respectively.
Let a be a maximal abelian subalgebra of p such that b WD a\ q is a maximal abelian
subalgebra of p\ q. Denote the dimension of a by r and the dimension of b by r0.

Let †� � b� be the root system of b, ie

†� D f� 2 b
�
�f0g W 9X 2 g�f0g such that adY X D �.Y /X for all Y 2 bg:

From now on, we fix a closed positive Weyl chamber bC � b for †� , which has been
chosen compatibly with aC as follows [14, Section 3]: denoting the positive roots of a
by †C, we assume that there exists a collection of positive roots †C� of b such that the
elements of †C� are all obtained by restricting elements of †C to b, hence bC � aC.
We will write B D exp.b/ and BC D exp.bC/.

Let W� WD NK .b/=ZK .b/ and W�;� WD NK\H .b/=ZK\H .b/. There then exists a
finite set of representatives W � NK .a/ \ NK .b/ for W�;�nW� , and we have the
generalized Cartan decomposition

.8.1/ G DH exp.b/K DHW exp.bC/K;

in the sense that for any g 2G, there exist unique elements b 2BC and ! 2W such that

g 2H!bK:

Directions in bC\ intL�

Let � be an Anosov subgroup of G. In the rest of this section, we assume that

bC\ int.L�/¤∅:

Since L� � int.aC/ by Theorem 7.7, it follows that bC\ int.aC/¤∅.
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We now fix a unit vector (with respect to the norm k � k on a)

v 2 bC\ intL�
and set

.8.2/ ı WD  �.v/ > 0:

By Corollary 7.8, the linear form ‚ 2 a� defined as

.8.3/ ‚.w/D hr �.v/; wi

gives the unique linear form in D?
�

such that ‚.v/D  �.v/D ı.

Lemma 8.4 We have L� \ ker‚D f0g.

Proof We use the fact that  � is strictly concave (Theorem 7.7). Since ‚�  � on a,
and ‚.v/D  �.v/, it follows that ‚.w/ >  �.w/ for all vectors w 2 aC�Rv. Since
 � � 0 on L� , we have ‚> 0 on L� �f0g, ie L� \ ker‚D f0g.

We use the following notation: for t > 0 and w 2 ker‚,

a.t; w/ WD exp.tvC
p

tw/ and a.t; w/ WD tvC
p

tw:

We set mBR DmBR
�i.v/

and mBR� Dm
BR�
�v .

Patterson–Sullivan measures on H

Let P DMAN be the minimal parabolic subgroup. Since bC\ int.aC/¤∅, it follows
that M DZK .b/, and the unipotent subgroup whose Lie algebra is the sum of positive
root spaces corresponding to †� coincides with N .

Lemma 8.5 We have H \N D feg.

Proof Fix ˛ 2 †� . Since v 2 bC \ int aC, we have ˛.v/ > 0. Letting X 2 n be
such that Œv;X �D ˛.v/X , we have �.X /D ˛.v/�1�.Œv;X �/D ˛.v/�1Œ�.v/; �.X /�D

˛.v/�1Œ�v; �.X /�, ie Œv; �.X /�D �˛.v/�.X /. Therefore �.X / 2 nC. Since � fixes
H pointwise and swaps N and NC, we get H \N D feg.

By [28, Theorem 3(iii)],

.8.6/ H \P D .H \M /.H \A/.H \N /D .H \M /.H \A/:

Together with the fact H\BDH\N Dfeg, it then follows that H\MBN DH\M .
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Definition 8.7 Define a measure �PS
H
D �PS

H ;v
on H as follows: for � 2 Cc.H /, let

�PS
H .�/D

Z
h02H=.H\P/

Z
p2H\P

�.h0p/e‚.ˇh
C
0
.e;h0p// dp d�.hC

0
/;

where dp is a right Haar measure on H \P ; for h0 2H=.H \P /, hC
0

is well-defined
and independent of the choice of representative. The measure defined above is � \H–
invariant: for any  2 � \H , ��PS

H
D �PS

H
. Therefore, if �n�H is closed in �nG,

d�PS
H ;v

induces a locally finite Borel measure on �n�H ' .� \H /nH , which we
denote by �PS

Œe�H
D �PS

Œe�H ;v
.

Note that supp�PS
Œe�H
D fŒh� 2 �n�H W hC 2ƒ�g, and hence

.8.8/ j�PS
Œe�H j D 0 if and only if ƒ� \HP=P D∅:

For a subset S �G and " > 0, set S" WD fs 2 S W d.e; s/� "g. Let M 0 �M be a Borel
section for the map m 7! .H \M /m, and P 0 DM 0BN the subset of the minimal
parabolic subgroup P DMAN . The map H �P 0!G given by .h;p0/ 7! hp0 is injec-
tive, which is an open map in a neighborhood of e; see [46, Proposition 7.1.8(ii)] and
[11, Proposition 4.3]. For "> 0, let �" 2C..NB/"/ be a nonnegative function such thatZ

NB

�".nb/ dn db D 1

and �".mnbm�1/ D �".nb/ for all m 2M and nb 2 NB. Fixing � 2 Cc.H /H\M

and " > 0 smaller than the injectivity radius of supp.�/, define ẑ " 2 Cc.G/ by

.8.9/ ẑ
".g/ WD

�
�.h/�".nb/ if g D hm0nb 2HP 0;

0 otherwise.

Observe that ẑ " is right M –invariant. Define now ˆ" 2 Cc.�nG/ by

ˆ".Œg�/D
X
2�

ẑ
".g/:

Since ẑ " is right M –invariant, so is ˆ".

Lemma 8.10 For � 2 Cc.H /H\M and ˆ" as above , we have

mBR�.ˆ"/D �
PS
H .�/.1CO."//:

Proof Note that supp. ẑ "/�HM.NB/". The proof of the lemma now relies on the
following three observations.
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Firstly, for each hm 2HM 0 and n 2N ,

d.hmn/D e2�.ˇ.hmn/� .e;hmn//dmo.hmn�/D dn

is a Lebesgue measure on hmN .

Secondly, for g D hm0nb 2HP 0, the decomposition

ˇgC.e;g/D ˇhC.e; h/CˇeC.e; nb/D ˇhC.e; h/C i.log b/

induces an isomorphism AŠ .A\H /�B. This implies that

d.ˇgC.e;g//D d.ˇhC.e; h// d.ˇeC.e;p//D d.ˇhC.e; h// d.b/;

and for all hm0 2HM 0 and nb 2 .NB/",

e‚.ˇhC
.e;hm0nb//

D e‚.ˇhC
.e;h//.1CO."//

by continuity of the Busemann function.

Finally, we also have

ˇ.hm0nb/�.e; hm0nb/D ˇ.hm0n/�.e; hm0n/Cˇ.hm0n/�.hm0n; hm0nb/

D ˇ.hm0n/�.e; hm0n/Cˇe�.e; b/

D ˇ.hm0n/�.e; hm0n/� i.log b/:

Consequently, e2�.ˇ.hm0nb/� .e;hm0nb//
D e2�.ˇ.hm0n/� .e;hm0n//.1CO."//. Using the

definition of mBR�.ˆ"/ and the second and third observations above gives

mBR�.ˆ"/D

Z
H�M 0�.NB/"

�.h/�".nb/e‚.ˇhC
.e;hm0nb//C2�.ˇ.hm0n/� .e;hm0nb//

�dmo..hm0n/�/ d.ˇhC.e; hm0nb// d�.hC/

D .1CO."//

Z
H�M 0�.NB/"

�.h/e‚.ˇhC
.e;h//�".nb/e2�.ˇ.hm0n/� .e;hm0n//

�dmo..hm0n/�/ db d.ˇhC.e; h// d�.hC/:

We now choose a section H0�H for the map h 7! h.H \P /, and write hD h0mah 2

H0.M \H /.A\H /DH0.H \P /. Using the first observation above, we then have

mBR�.ˆ"/D .1CO."//

Z
H0.H\P/

�.h0mah/e
‚.ˇ

h
C
0

.e;h//
�Z

.NB/"

�".nb/dn db

�
� d.ah/ d�.hC

0
/

D .1CO."//

Z
h02H=.H\P/

Z
p2H\P

�.h0p/e
‚.ˇ

h
C
0

.e;h0p//
dp d�.hC

0
/

D .1CO."//�PS
H .�/:
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Equidistribution of translates of �n�H

Proposition 8.11 For any f 2 Cc.�nG/
M , � 2 Cc.H /H\M and w 2 b\ ker‚,

lim
t!1

t
1
2
.r�1/e.2��‚/.a.t;w//

Z
H

f .Œh�a.t; w//�.h/ dhD �ve
� 1

2
I.w/mBR.f /�PS

H .�/;

and there exists C 0 D C 0.f; �/ > 0 such that for all .t; w/ with a.t; w/ 2 bC,

.8.12/
ˇ̌̌̌
t

1
2
.r�1/e.2��‚/.a.t;w//

Z
H

f .Œh�a.t; w//�.h/ dh

ˇ̌̌̌
< C 0:

Proof For " > 0, let R" WDN"A"N
C
" M and define f ˙" 2 Cc.�nG/ by

.8.13/ f C" .y/D sup
g2R"

f .yg/ and f �" .y/D inf
g2R"

f .yg/:

Since R" is right M –invariant, it follows that f ˙" 2 Cc.�nG/
M. Let C0 �H denote

the support of �; we may assume that C0 injects to its image under the map G 7! �nG.
Choosing �" 2Cc..NB/"/ and defining ˆ" as above, we let d�.m0/ denote the density
on M 0 of total mass one such that

.8.14/ d.hm0nb/D dh d�.m0/ dn db

is a Haar measure on G, where h 2H , m0 2M 0, n 2N and b 2 B.

We then obtainZ
H

f .Œh�a.t; w//�.h/ dhD

Z
C0

f .Œh�a.t; w//�.h/

�Z
.NB/"

�".nb/ dn db

�
dh

D

Z
C0.NB/"

f .Œh�a.t; w//ˆ".Œh�nb/ dh dn db:

Using the M –invariance of f and the definitions of ˆ" and d� gives

f .Œh�a.t; w//ˆ".Œh�nb/D

Z
M 0
f .Œh�m0a.t; w//ˆ".Œh�m

0nb/ d�.m0/;

and soZ
H

f .Œh�a.t; w//�.h/ dh

D

Z
C0M 0.NB/"

f .Œh�m0a.t; w//ˆ".Œh�m
0nb/ dh d�.m0/ dn db:

Since v 2 int bC, for all .t; w/ such that a.t; w/ 2 bC and for all nb 2 .NB/", we have

.8.15/ f .xhm0a.t; w//D f .xhm0nba.t; w/ � .a.t; w/�1.nb/�1a.t; w///

� f C" .xhm0nba.t; w//:
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Consequently,Z
C0

f .Œh�a.t; w//�.h/ dh

�

Z
C0M 0.NB/"

f C" .Œh�m
0nba.t; w//ˆ".Œh�m

0nb/ dh d�.m0/ dn db

D

Z
�nG

f C" .ya.t; w//ˆ".y/ dy:

A similar computation shows thatZ
C0

f .Œh�a.t; w//�.h/ dh�

Z
�nG

f �" .ya.t; w//ˆ".y/ dy:

On the other hand, we have

lim
t!1

t
1
2
.r�1/e.2��‚/.a.t;w//

Z
�nG

f ˙" .ya.t; w//ˆ".y/ dy

D �ve
� 1

2
I.w/mBR.f ˙" /m

BR�.ˆ"/

D �ve
� 1

2
I.w/mBR.f ˙" /�

PS
H .�/.1CO."//:

Taking "! 0 in the last equality proves the first statement. The second statement is
clear with the choice of C 0 D C.f C" ; ˆ"/, finishing the proof.

9 Counting in affine symmetric spaces

Let � be an Anosov subgroup of G, and let H be a symmetric subgroup of G. We
continue to use the notation v, �, ı, r , r0, ‚, G DHW exp.bC/K, etc from Section 8;
hence v 2 bC\ intL� is a unit vector (with respect to the norm k � k on a). We denote
by j � j the norm on a induced by an inner product . � ; � / with respect to which v and
ker‚ are orthogonal to each other and for which jvj D 1.

In the following we fix a convex cone C � bC\ .int.aC/[f0g/ such that

.9.1/ v 2 intb C and C \ ker‚D f0g;

where intb C means the interior of C in the relative topology of b. Note that there
are convex cones which contain L� \ bC and satisfy (9.1) by Theorem 7.7(1) and
Lemma 8.4.

Remark 9.2 If v D u� 2 bC, then by Lemma 2.24, ‚.w/ D ı�hu� ; wi, hence the
cone bC\ .int.aC/[f0g/ satisfies the conditions placed on C above.
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By the condition (9.1), we have

.9.3/ C � ftvC
p

tw W t � 0; w 2 ker‚g:

Write
CT WD fw 2 C W jwj< T g for T > 1:

For w 2 ker‚, set
RT .w/ WD ft 2R W tvC

p
tw 2 CT g:

For all sufficiently large T , RT .w/ is an interval of the form

RT .w/D
�
tw;

1
2

�
�jwj2C

p
jwj4C 4T 2

��
:

Lemma 9.4 (1) There exists a c > 0 such that for all w 2 b\ ker‚ and T > 1,

e�ıT T
1
2
.r�r0/

Z
RT .w/

t
1
2
.r0�r/eıtdt � ı�1e�cıjwj2 :

(2) We have

.9.5/ lim
T!1

e�ıT T
1
2
.r�r0/

Z
RT .w/

t
1
2
.r0�r/eıtdt D ı�1e�

1
2
ıjwj2 :

Proof Note that .v;x/ > 0 for any nonzero vector x 2 C. Since C is a convex cone
with C\ker‚Df0g, it follows that there exists 0<�0<

�
2

such that the angle between
any vector in C and v is at most �0. Now, as v is perpendicular to ker‚ with respect
to . � ; � /, we have that for any t such that a.t; w/ 2 C,

p
t jwj

t jvj
� tan �0; or, equivalently, jwj2 � tan2 �0 � t:

In particular, for t 2RT .w/, we have

T 2
� t2
C t jwj2 �

�
1

tan2 �0

C
1

tan4 �0

�
jwj4:

This gives the upper bound

�jwj2C
p
jwj4C 4T 2

2
�T D�

jwj2

2
C

jwj4

2
�p
jwj4C 4T 2C 2T

� � �cjwj2;

with

.9.6/ c WD
1

2

�
1�

�
1C 4

�
1

tan2 �0

C
1

tan4 �0

��� 1
2
�
> 0:
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Now, by changing variables,Z 1
2.�jwj

2
C

p
jwj4C4T 2/

tw

t
1
2
.r0�r/eıt dt

D

Z 1
2.�jwj

2
C

p
jwj4C4T 2/�T

tw�T

.t CT /
1
2
.r0�r/eı.tCT / dt;

and hence

.9.7/ e�ıT T
1
2
.r�r0/

Z 1
2.�jwj

2
C

p
jwj4C4T 2/

tw

t
1
2
.r0�r/eıt dt

D

Z 1
2.�jwj

2
C

p
jwj4C4T 2/�T

tw�T

�
t

T
C 1

�1
2
.r0�r/

eıt dt

�

Z �cjwj2

�1

eıt dt D
1

ı
e�cıjwj2 ;

which proves (1).

The second claim (2) follows as well, because by the dominated convergence theorem,
(9.7) converges to Z � 1

2
jwj2

�1

eıt dt D
1

ı
e�

1
2
ıjwj2 :

We fix a left .H\M /–invariant function �H 2Cc.H /with its support injecting to �nG,
and a right M –invariant function �K 2 C.K/. Define a function ZT WG!R by

ZT .g/ WD

�
�H .h/1CT

.log b/�K .k/ if g D hbk 2H exp.C/K;
0 if g 62H exp.C/K:

Since C � int.aC/ [ f0g, hM and M k are uniquely determined and hence ZT is
well-defined.

Definition 9.8 (bisector counting function) Define FT D FT;�H ;�K W �nG!R for
T > 0 by

.9.9/ FT .Œg�/D
X
2�

ZT .g/:

For ˆ 2 Cc.�nG/ and a left M –invariant Borel function f on K, we define the
following M –invariant function on �nG: for x 2 �nG,

ˆ�f .x/ WD

Z
k2K

ˆ.xk/f .k/ dk:
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In the definition (9.11) below, the integral over the trivial subspace f0g should be
interpreted as

R
0 f .w/dw D f .0/. In particular, if b\ ker‚D f0g, then cv D sv�v=ı.

Proposition 9.10 Let ˆ 2 Cc.�nG/. As T !1, we have

hFT ; ˆi � cv eıT T
1
2
.r0�r/�PS

H .�H /mBR.ˆ� �K /;

where cv is given by

.9.11/ cv WD
sv�v

ı

Z
b\ker‚

e�
1
2
.I.w/Cıjwj2/ dw:

Here �v and I.w/ are as in Theorem 7.4 and in (7.5) respectively , and sv D 1=jdet Svj,
where Sv W a! a is any linear map such that Svjker‚ D Id and Svv is a unit vector
orthogonal to ker‚ with respect to the inner product on a induced by the Killing form.

Proof In view of the decomposition (8.1), we will need the following formula for the
Haar measure dg on G; for all � 2 Cc.G/,

.9.12/
Z

G

�.g/ dg D
X
w2W

Z
H

Z
K

�Z
bC
�.hw.exp b/k/�.b/ db

�
dk dh;

where � W b!R is given by

.9.13/ �.b/D
Y
˛2†

C
�

.sinh˛.b//`
C
˛ .cosh˛.b//`

�
˛ :

Here `˙˛ WD dim.g˙˛ /, where each g˙˛ is the ˙1 eigenspace of the root space g˛ with
respect to the involution �� ; cf [46] and [14, page 18].

Substituting b D a.t; w/ for t � 0 and w 2 b\ ker‚ gives db D svt
1
2
.r0�1/ dt dw.

Now,

.9.14/ hFT ; ˆi D

Z
K

�K .k/

Z
b2CT

�Z
Œe�H

ˆ.Œh�.exp b/k/�H .h/ d Œh�

�
�.b/ db dk:

Hence

hFT ; ˆi

D

Z
b\ker‚

Z
t2RT .w/

t
1
2
.r0�1/�.a.t; w//

�Z
Œe�H

.ˆ� �K /.Œh�a.t; w//�H .h/ d Œh�

�
� sv dt dw

D sve
ıT T

1
2
.r0�r/

Z
b\ker‚

pT .w/ dw;
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where we define pT .w/ to be

.9.15/ e�ıT T
1
2
.r�r0/

�

Z
RT .w/

t
1
2
.r0�1/�.a.t; w//

�Z
Œe�H

.ˆ� �K /.Œh�a.t; w//�H .h/ d Œh�

�
dt:

We next look for an integrable function on b\ker‚ that bounds the family of functions
pT .w/ from above, in order to apply the dominated convergence theorem. By (9.13),
there exists a constant c1 > 0 such that for all .t; w/ with a.t; w/ 2 C,

.9.16/ e�2�.a.t;w//�.a.t; w//� c1:

By Proposition 8.11, we may assume thatˇ̌̌̌
t

1
2
.r�1/e2�.a.t;w//�ıt

Z
Œe�H

.ˆ� �K /.Œh�a.t; w//�H .h/ d Œh�

ˇ̌̌̌
� c1

as well. Hence
pT .w/� c2

1 .w/;

where  .w/ D ı�1e�cıjwj2 is as given in Lemma 9.4. Since  is integrable over
b\ ker‚, we may apply Proposition 8.11 and the dominated convergence theorem to
deduce thatZ

K

�K .k/

Z
b2CT

�Z
Œe�H

ˆ.Œh�.exp b/k/�H .h/ d Œh�

�
�.b/ db dk

� sv�ve
ıT T

1
2
.r0�r/

��PS
H .�H /

Z
w2b\ker‚

ı�1e�
1
2
ıjwj2e�

1
2

I.w/mBR.ˆ� �K / dw

D cve
ıT T

1
2
.r0�r/�PS

H .�H /mBR.ˆ� �K /;

with cv as given in the statement of the proposition.

We now fix a left .H\M /–invariant compact subset�H �H and a right M –invariant
compact subset �K �K. Let " > 0 be a number smaller than the injectivity radius
at Œe� in �nG. There exists a symmetric neighborhood O" of e in G such that for all
T � 1,

.9.17/
��H ;" exp.C�T;"/��K ;" �

\
g2O"

�H exp.CT /�K g;

�H exp.CT /�KO" ��CH ;" exp.CC
T;"
/�C

K ;"
;

where CC
T;"
D CT Cb", C�T;" D\b2b".CT Cb/, �C

K ;"
D�K K", ��K ;" D

T
k2K"

�K k

and �˙
H ;"

are defined similarly; see [14; 15]. We will additionally fix convex cones
C[; C] � bC\ .int.aC/[f0g/ such that C[ � intb C, C � intb C], and which satisfy the
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condition (9.1). Note that CC
T;"

is no longer contained in C, but there exists a T0 > 0

(independent of 0< " < 1) such that

.9.18/ CC
T;"
� CC

T0;"
� C]

TC"
and C[T�"� C[T0

� C�T;":

Let �"2Cc.G/ be a nonnegative function such that
R

G �".g/ dgD1 and supp.�"/�O".
Define ˆ" W �nG!R by

.9.19/ ˆ".Œg�/D
X
2�

�".g/:

Lemma 9.20 Let � 2 C.K/ be left M –invariant. Then

lim
"!0

mBR.ˆ" � �/D

Z
K

�.k�1/�
PS;�
K ;i.v/.k/;

where �PS;�
K ;i.v/ WD z�‚ıi is given in (4.10).

Proof Set z� WD z�‚ıi. We use Lemma 4.9 and write

mBR.ˆ" � �/D

Z
K

Z
G

�".gk/�.k/ d zmBR.g/ dk

D

Z
K

Z
G

�".k
0 exp.q/nk/�.k/ e�‚.q/ dn dq dz�.k 0/ dk:

Substituting g D exp.q/nk 2ANCK, the density of the Haar measure is given by

dg D e�2�.q/dn dq dk:

For g 2G, let �.g/ denote the K–component of g, and let ag denote the logarithm of
the A–component of g in the decomposition G DANCK. Then

mBR.ˆ" � �/D

Z
K

Z
G

�".k
0g/�.�.g// e.2��‚/.ag/ dg dz�.k 0/

D

Z
K

Z
G

�".g/�.�.k
�1g// e

.2��‚/.a
k�1g

/
dg dz�.k/:

By shrinking O" if necessary, we can assume that for all k 2K,

�.k�1O"/� k�1K":

By the uniform continuity of � , there exist positive �D �"! 0 as "! 0 such that for
all g 2O" and k 2K,

�.k�1/� �� �.�.k�1g//� �.k�1/C �:
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It follows from the fact that the multiplication map A�NC�K!G is a diffeomorphism
that for some C > 1, we have that for all g 2O" and k 2K,

1�C "� e
.2��‚/.a

k�1g
/
� 1CC ":

Since
R

G �" dg D 1, we get

.1�C "/

Z
K

.�.k�1/� �/ dz�.k/�mBR.ˆ" � �/� .1CC "/

Z
K

.�.k�1/C �/ dz�.k/:

The claim now follows from letting "! 0.

Corollary 9.21 Let C � bC \ .int aC [ f0g/ be a convex cone satisfying (9.1). If
�

PS;�
K ;i.v/.@�

�1
K
/D �PS

H
.@�H /D 0, then

lim
T!1

#.� \�H exp.CT /�K /

eıT T .r0�r/=2
D cv�

PS
H .�H /�

PS;�
K ;i.v/.�

�1
K /:

If v D u� 2 b
C, then we may take C to be bC.

Proof Write z� WD �PS;�
K ;i.v/. For g 2H.BC\ int AC/K, let g D hg.exp bg/kg denote

the HBCK decomposition of g 2G; note that hg.H \M /, bg and M kg are uniquely
defined.

Since �H .H \M /D�H and M�K D�K , we may define XT WG!R by

XT .g/D

�
1�H

.hg/1CT
.bg/1�K

.kg/ for g 2H exp C]K;
0 otherwise.

Let �K ;" 2 C.K"/
M and �H ;" 2 C.H"/

H\M be nonnegative functions with integral
equal to one. Set

�˙K ;" WD 1
�˙

K;2"

��K ;"; �˙H ;" WD 1
�˙

H;2"

��H ;";

FC
TC"
WD FC]

TC"
;�˙

H;3"
;�˙

K;3"

; F�T�" WD FC[
T�"

;��
H;3"

;��
K;3"

:

By definition,

.9.22/ 1
�
C

K;"

� �C
K ;"
� 1

�
C

K;3"

and 1��
K;3"
� ��K ;" � 1��

K;"
:

By (9.17), (9.18) and (9.22) there exists a uniform constant C > 0 such that for all
g 2O",

F�T�".Œg�/�C �
X
2�

XT . /� FC
TC"

.Œg�/CC:
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Integrating this against ˆ" as given in (9.19), we get

hF�T�"; ˆ"i �C �
X
2�

XT . /� hF
C

TC"
; ˆ"iCC:

For simplicity, we set xT WD
P
2� XT . / D #� \ �H exp.CT /�K . Hence by

Proposition 9.10, fixing "0 > 0, for all 0< " < "0 we have

.9.23/ lim sup
T!1

xT

eıT T .r0�r/=2
� cv�

PS
H .�

C

H ;3"
/mBR.ˆ" � �

C

K ;3"
/

� cv�
PS
H .�

C

H ;3"
/mBR.ˆ" � �

C

K ;9"0
/:

On the other hand, since z�.@��1
K
/D �PS

H
.@�H /D 0, we get from (9.22) that

.9.24/ lim
"!0

�PS
H .�

˙
H ;3"/D �

PS
H .�H / and lim

"!0

Z
K

�˙K ;".k
�1/ dz�.k/D z�.��1

K /:

Now letting "! 0 first using Lemma 9.20 and (9.24), and then letting "0! 0, we get

lim sup
T!1

xT

eıT T .r0�r/=2
� cv�

PS
H .�H /z�.�

�1
K /:

Similarly, we can show that

lim inf
T!1

xT

eıT T .r0�r/=2
� cv�

PS
H .�H /z�.�

�1
K /;

which proves the corollary.

Remark 9.25 This corollary implies that the asymptotic of #.� \�H exp.CT /�K /

is independent of C.

Proof of Theorem 1.8 The theorem now follows directly from applying Corollary 9.21
and the following observation to a convex cone C such that b \ L� � intb C; by
Lemma 8.4, such a cone always exists.

Lemma 9.26 Suppose that bC\L� � intb C. Then

#.� \�H exp.bC� C/�K / <1:

Proof We can find a smaller closed convex cone C0� intb C such that bC\L� � intb C0.
Set Q WD bC � C, Q0 WD bC � C0, and �0

H
WD �H H1, where H1 means the unit

neighborhood of e in H . We can find a bi-K–invariant neighborhood O �G of e such
that for all g 2O,

�H exp.QT /K ��
0
H exp.Q0TC1/Kg�1:
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Define GT .Œg�/D
P
2� 1�0

H
exp.Q0

T
/K .g/. Now,

#.� \�H exp.bC
T
� C/�K /D

X
2�

1�H exp.QT /K . /� hGTC1; ˆi;

where ˆ is a nonnegative K–invariant continuous function supported in Œe�O andR
�nG ˆ dg D 1. Now note that

hGT ; ˆi D

Z
b2Q0

T

�Z
Œe��0

H

ˆ.Œh�.exp b// d Œh�

�
�.b/ db:

Recalling �0
H

is H \M –invariant, let 0 �  � 1 be an element of Cc.H /H\M

which is one on �0
H

. For "0 > 0 smaller than the injectivity radius of supp. /, let
‰D ˝�"0

be given as (8.9). LetˆC"0
.y/D sup

g2N"0
A"0

N
C
"0

M
ˆ.yg/ be as in (8.13).

Since the closure of Q0 is disjoint from bC \L� , by Proposition 2.19 there exists a
T0> 0 such that h.exp b/ˆC"0

; ‰iD 0 for all b 2Q0�Q0T0
. Then by the same argument

as in the proof of Proposition 8.11, for all zb 2Q0�Q0
T0

we get thatZ
Œe�H

ˆ.Œh�.exp zb// Œh� dhD

Z
Œe�H .NB/"0

ˆ.Œh�.exp zb//‰.Œh�nzb/dn d zb dh

� h.exp zb/ˆC"0
; ‰i D 0:

Hence

.9.27/
Z
Q0

Z
Œe�H

ˆ.Œh�.exp b// Œh�dh�.b/ db D

Z
Q0

T0

h.exp b/ˆC"0
; ‰i�.b/ db

� kˆC"0
k2k‰k2Vol.Q0T0

/:

Hence for all T > T0,

#.� \�H exp.bC
T
� C/�K /� hGTC1; ˆi � kˆ

C
"0
k2k‰k2Vol.Q0T0

/:

This implies the claim in view of Corollary 9.21.

For ! 2W , set �! D !�1�!, H! D !�1H! and �H! D !�1�H! �H! . Then

#.� \�H! exp.CT /�K /D #.�! \�H! exp.CT /�K!/:

Since ! 2K, it follows that  � D  �! , and that the involution which stabilizes H!

commutes with � . Hence

ı D  �! .v/D max
b2b; kbkD1

 �! .b/:

By applying Corollary 9.21 to �! and H! for each ! 2W , we can also deduce the
asymptotic of #

�
� \�HW exp.CT /�K

�
.
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Theorem 1.10 follows from the following: we set sk�;v.H /D j�PS
Œe�H ;v

j.

Theorem 9.28 Suppose that v0� � HnG is discrete for v0 D ŒH � and that Œe�H is
uniformly proper. Then sk�;v.H / <1, and there exists a cv > 0 such that

.9.29/ lim
T!1

#.v0� \ v0 exp.bC\L�/T K/

e �.v/T T .r0�r/=2
D cv sk�;v.H /:

Moreover , for v D u� , we have

lim
T!1

#.v0� \ v0.exp bC
T
/K/

e �.u�/T T .r0�r/=2
D cu� sk�;u� .H /;

where bC
T
D fw 2 bC W kwk � T g.

Proof Set C WD bC\L� . By Theorem 7.7(1) and Lemma 8.4, C satisfies the conditions
in (9.1).

By hypothesis, there exists a K–invariant open neighborhood O � �nG of Œe� such
that Y0 WD fŒe�h 2 �n�H W Œe�h exp C \O¤∅g is bounded. Set

FT .Œg�/ WD
X

2.�\H /n�

1v0 exp CT K .v0g/:

Let O" � G and ˆ" be as in (9.19). We may assume that ˆ" is K–invariant as our
functions FT are K–invariant, in deducing that

.9.30/ hFT�"; ˆ"i � FT .Œe�/� hFTC"; ˆ"i:

Observe that

hFT˙"; ˆ"i D

Z
K

Z
b2CT˙"

�Z
Œe�H

ˆ".Œh�.exp bk// d Œh�

�
�.b/ db dk:

For S > 0, let �S 2 Cc.Œe�H / be a function satisfying 0 � �S � 1 and �S D 1 on the
S–neighborhood of Y0. By the definition of Y0, it follows that

hFT˙"; ˆ"i D

Z
K

Z
b2CT˙"

�Z
Œe�H

ˆ".Œh�.exp bk//�S .Œh�/ d Œh�

�
�.b/ db dk:

This integral is the same as the one in (9.14), as �S is compactly supported. Hence

lim
T!1

hFT˙"; ˆ"i

eı.T˙"/T .r0�r/=2
D cv�

PS
Œe�H .�S /m

BR.ˆ"/:

By sending "! 0 and applying Lemma 9.20, we get from (9.30) that

lim
T!1

FT .Œe�/

eıT T .r0�r/=2
D cv�

PS
Œe�H .�S /:
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It follows that �PS
Œe�H

.�S / is a constant function of S > 0, and hence

j�PS
Œe�H j D �

PS
Œe�H .�S / <1:

This proves the first claim. The second claim follows from the first one in view of the
following lemma, by taking C D bC\L� .

Lemma 9.31 Let C � bC be a convex cone with v D u� 2 intb C. Set Q WD bC � C.
Then there exist 0< ı0 < ı� D  �.u�/ and C > 0 such that for all T � 1,

#.� \�H exp.QT /�K /� Ceı
0T :

Proof Choose a closed convex cone C0� intb C so that u� 2 intb C0. Set Q0 WD bC� C0
and �0

H
WD�H H1, where H1 means the unit neighborhood of e in H . We can find a

bi-K–invariant neighborhood O �G of e such that for all g 2O,

�H exp.QT /K ��
0
H exp.Q0TC1/Kg�1:

Define GT .Œg�/D
P
2� 1�0

H
exp.Q0

T
/K .g/. Now

.9.32/ #.� \�H exp.QT /�K /D
X
2�

1�H exp.QT /K . /� hGTC1; ˆi;

where ˆ is a nonnegative K–invariant continuous function supported in Œe�O and such
that

R
�nG ˆ dg D 1. Now note that

hGT ; ˆi D

Z
b2Q0

T

�Z
Œe��0

H

ˆ.Œh�.exp b// d Œh�

�
�.b/ db:

If we write b D tu� C
p

tw 2 Q0
T

with w 2 ker‚, then t2 C tkwk2 � T 2 and
kwk2 � tan2 �0 � t for some 0< �0 <

�
2

depending on the distance between u� and Q0;
cf the proof of Lemma 9.4. Hence if b D tu� C

p
tw 2Q0

T
, then

.9.33/ 0� t � T � cos �0:

Fix a nonnegative function � 2 Cc.H / which is 1 on �0
H

. Since (8.12) gives thatˇ̌̌̌
t

1
2
.r�1/e.2��‚/.a.t;w//

Z
H

ˆ.Œh�a.t; w//�.h/ dh

ˇ̌̌̌
< C 0;

it follows that for all t � 1,

.9.34/
ˇ̌̌̌Z

H

ˆ.Œh�a.t; w//�.h/ dh

ˇ̌̌̌
< C 0e.‚�2�/.a.t;w//:
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Using (9.16), (9.33) and ‚.u�/D ı� , we deduce thatZ
b2Q0

T

�Z
H

ˆ.Œh�a.t; w//�.h/ dh

�
�.b/ db�

Z
b2Q0

T

eı� t db� e.ı� cos �0/T Vol.bT /:

As Vol.bT /DO.T r0/, for any ı0 satisfying ı� cos �0 < ı
0 < ı� we getZ

b2Q0
T

�Z
H

ˆ.Œh�a.t; w//�.h/ dh

�
�.b/ db� eı

0T :

This proves the lemma by (9.32).

Finally we give examples satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 9.28.

Lemma 9.35 Suppose that aD b and ƒ� �HP=P .

(1) The orbit Œe�H is uniformly proper.

(2) The support of �PS
Œe�H

is a compact subset of .H \�/nH and j�PS
Œe�H
j> 0.

Proof The condition aD b means H \ADfeg, and hence H \P is compact by (8.6).
Since ƒ� is a compact subset of HP=P 'H=.H \P /, it follows that ƒ� �H0P=P

for some compact subset H0 �H .

To show (1), let C be a closed cone contained in int aC[f0g. It suffices to show that
for any given compact subset Z � �nG,

fŒe�h 2 �n�H W Œe�h exp C \Z ¤∅g

is bounded. Suppose not; then there exist hi 2 H with Œe�hi ! 1 in �n�H ,
i 2 � and ci ! 1 in exp C such that ihici converges to some g 2 G. Since
Œe�H � �nG is a closed subset, it follows that ci!1. We may write hici D 

�1
i ggi ,

where gi ! e. Set o D ŒK� 2 G=K. By passing to a subsequence, we may as-
sume that �1

i ggio converges to some � 2 F in the sense of [25, Definition 2.7];
note here that �.�1

i ggi/ ! 1 regularly in aC as L� � int aC. Since ggi is
bounded, it follows that � 2ƒ� by [25, Lemma 2.12]. Since hici�D 

�1
i ggi�! �

for all � 2 F except for points on a proper submanifold of F , we may choose
�D neC 2NCeC so that limi!1 hicineC D � . Writing �Dh0eC for some h0 2H0,
we have limi!1 hicinc�1

i P D h0P . Since ci 21 in exp C and C � int aC[f0g, we
have limi!1 cinc�1

i D e. As HP is open, we may write cinc�1
i D h0ipi 2HP with

h0i 2H and pi 2 P both tending to e. It follows that hih
0
iP ! h0P as i !1. Since
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H \P is compact and the sequence h0i is bounded, it follows that the sequence hi is
bounded, yielding a contradiction. This proves claim (1).

Since supp.�PS
Œe�H

/D fŒe�h 2 Œe�H W heC 2ƒ�g � fŒe�h0 W h0 2H0.H \P /g, the first
part of claim (2) follows, and the second part follows from (8.8).

We remark that this lemma holds when H is replaced by NC, by the same proof.
Moreover, by replacing Proposition 8.11 by Theorem 7.12 and considering the Iwasawa
decomposition GDN.exp a/K, the proofs of Theorems 1.8 and 9.28 apply for HDNC

and bC D aC.

Example 9.36 Let G D PSL2.C/� PSL2.C/ and H D PSL2.R/� PSL2.R/. Then
aD b and G=P can be identified with S2�S2 and HP=P can be identified with D�D,
where D is the open northern hemisphere of S2. Let † be a nonelementary finitely
generated discrete subgroup of PSL2.R/. For i D 1; 2, consider a convex cocompact
representation �i W†! PSL2.C/ such that ƒ�i .†/ �D and f.�1.s/; �2.s// W s 2†g

is Zariski dense in G. Then it is easy to see that � WD f.�1.s/; �2.s// W s 2 †g is an
Anosov subgroup with ƒ� �D�D. Hence � satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 9.35.
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